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  Grading System
Mint The item is in perfect condition
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Plus may be used if an item is better than its classification suggests
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Dolls and Teddy Bears 

1. Steiff Winnie the Pooh miniature set, white tag 354205, LE 5000, 2002, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, MISSING 
CERTIFICATE, within Good box, all are 4"/10cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2. Steiff Raymond Briggs The Snowman "Dancing with Teddy", white tag 661150, LE 1500, 2003, exclusive to the Guild 
Specialist Gift Retailers, white mohair Snowman, wearing green tweed hat and scarf, holding brown mohair teddy bear, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Good Plus box, 10.25"/26cm. 

 £60 - £80 

3. Steiff Raymond Briggs The Snowman "Dancing with Teddy", white tag 661150, LE 1500, 2003, exclusive to the Guild 
Specialist Gift Retailers, white mohair Snowman, wearing green tweed hat and scarf, holding brown mohair teddy bear, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Good Plus box, 10.25"/26cm. 

 £60 - £80 

4. Steiff Raymond Briggs "The Snowman Skiing", white tag 661877, LE 1500, 2004, exclusive to the Guild of Specialist Gift 
Retailers, 2nd in the series, white mohair Snowman complete with skis and poles, Near Mint to Mint, complete with certificate 
and Excellent box, 10"/26cm. 

 £60 - £80 

5. Steiff Christmas Deer, white tag 670893, LE 3000, 2001, Near Mint to Mint, including certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint 
box, outer trade carton; 8"/20cm. 

 £30 - £40 

6. Steiff Snowman with Raven, white tag 037962, LE 3000, 2002, white and black mohair, with certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 
within Good Plus to Excellent box (plastic window has yellowed), outer trade carton, 7"/18cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7. Steiff Father Christmas Teddy Bear with Reindeer, 2000, white tag 670565, LE 2500, blonde mohair bear, brown and white 
mohair Reindeer, sleigh, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, bear 7"/18cm, reindeer 
6.5"/16.5cm, sleigh 5.25"/13.5cm; with outer trade carton. 

 £60 - £80 
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8. Steiff Snowman teddy bear, German exclusive, white tag 670695, LE 3000, 2001, white mohair, swing label certificate, 
Near Mint, 8.25"/21cm. 

 £40 - £50 

9. Steiff Chilly The Snowman, white tag 666506, LE 1500, 2001, white mohair, tags, Mint (still sealed in factory plastic), 
8.25"/21cm. 

 £40 - £50 

10. Steiff Four Seasons Snowman, USA exclusive, white tag 665172, LE 5000, 1996-1997, white mohair, Near Mint, with swing 
label certificate and black drawstring embroidered carry bag, trade carton, 14"/36cm. 

 £50 - £60 

11. Steiff Husky Sledge Set, in co-operation with Fulder Tyres, white tag 038617, LE 824/3000, 1998, Husky with harness and 
metal sledge basket, Near Mint to Mint, in Good boxes, with outer trade carton, 6"/15cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

12. Steiff Husky Set, with Musher in co-operation with Fulder Tyres, white tag 038624, LE 3000/3000, 1999, pair of black and 
white mohair Husky Dogs, polyester Musher Doll, Near Mint to Mint, in Good Plus boxes, complete with outer trade carton, 
Husky 6"/15cm, Musher 15"/38cm; (2). 

 £60 - £80 

13. Steiff Husky set, with Polar Bear in co-operation with Fulder Tyres, white tag 038631, LE 1490/3000, 2000, pair of black 
Huskies with white faces, large Polar Bear, Near Mint to Mint, within original Near Mint box with outer trade carton, Huskies 
6"/15cm, Bear 15.75"/40cm; (2). 

 £80 - £100 

14. Steiff Christmas fawn, white tag 036705, LE 1500, 2012, cinnamon and cream mohair, swing label, certificate, Near Mint, 
within Good Plus to Excellent box, 5"/13cm. 

 £25 - £35 

15. Steiff Disney Pluto Ornament, white tag 680007, LE 1930, 2001, golden mohair, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate and 
Good Plus box, outer trade carton, 6.25"/16cm. 

 £30 - £40 

16. Steiff Noah's Ark Tiger Set, 1995 to 1997, white tag 038488, LE 8000, mohair, complete with certificate, chest medallions, 
swing tags, Near Mint to Mint within Fair Plus correct box, 4.75"/12cm and 4"/10cm. 

 £30 - £40 

17. Steiff pair of teddy bears, etc: (1) Steiff Club Event teddy bear, blonde with green sash, "Steiff Club Event Bears 'n' 
Bunnies", white tag 670589, LE, with swing label, sealed in factory plastic, 7"/18cm; (2) Steiff Club 2000 blonde miniature 
membership bear, with chest tag, box, 3.25"/8cm; Near Mint to Mint, in Good to Excellent packaging; plus Club Membership 
Pack 2000, key ring, Steiff Club 10 Year poster 2002, etc; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

18. Steiff James Rizzi (Ars Mundi) Libby (Statue of Liberty) Bear, 2001, German Exclusive, white tag 994975, LE 2001, green 
mohair, card tag, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Good Plus to Excellent box, outer trade carton, 13.25"/34cm. 

 £50 - £60 
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19. Collection of plush animals, teddy bears and others: Leosco x 9; Wild Republic x 3; Habitat Moose x 1; Teachers Pets x 5; 
Wakanimo x 4; Jellycat x 3; Mr Bean Teddy x 1; Nici x 10 (inc 1 Sheepworld); Xpressions Gift Co x 1; Bob the Builder x 1; Coca 
Cola Bear x 2; Cushy Critter MJC x 1; Sofftees Gemini x 1; Swan Princess x 1; vintage bear with Blazer x 1; KYHK (Waka) x 2; 
Playmakers bear x 1; Wallace dogs x 2; some with tags, Good to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

20. Little Tikes, Fisher Price, Tomy vintage collection of mainly larger scale plastic toys, and others including: Little Tikes Party 
Kitchen- pots and pans, kitchen utensils; Sit ’n Scoot; Little Tikes Slide, plus girl & dog (from Doll's House range); Till and plastic 
money; assorted food stuffs, cooking utensils, etc. Casdon Rowenta Express kettle; iron. Assorted cardboard and plastic play 
packaging- play food, vegetables and fruit, cleaning products, etc. Fisher Price Microwave; frying pan. Playmates Pony 
City- ponies, magazines, etc. Tomy Fun Runs Burger Stand; Wind-Ups. Plus Bambola; Kiddicraft; and others, etc. Fair to Good 
Plus, (very large quantity- seven boxes). 

 £20 - £40 

21. Collection of Warner Bros vintage Beanies, plush characters, etc, including: Sad Sam x 17 (inc Honey); Warner Bros, Boots 
and other Beanies- Scooby Doo, Daffy Duck, Road Runner, Taz, Bugs Snowman; PG Tips Monkey x 5; Moomin x 2; Godiva 
Bears x 2; The Dog Artist Collection x 2; Despicable Me 2 x 2; Fair to Near Mint (some with tags); (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

22. Disney Store Beanies x 37, mainly Winnie The Pooh, includes: Piglet Snowball; Halloween, Easter, Valentine and 
Christmas themed; mini ceramic mugs; etc; majority with tags, Excellent to Near Mint; (37). 

 £30 - £35 

23. The Disney Store and other mini beanies, Christmas ornaments, attachable keyrings, etc x 44, mainly Winnie the Pooh, 
includes: Santa Tigger, Santa Pooh, Penguin, Eeyore, Snowman, Lamb, Reindeer, Santa Claus, Pooh Elephant, Lion, Monkey, 
Rabbit, Tiger, Panda, Zebra and Reindeer; Finding Nemo and The Lion King; etc; majority have tags, Excellent to Near Mint; 
(44). 

 £30 - £40 

24. The Disney Store, collection of mainly Winnie the Pooh and other beanies x 23, includes: The Lion King bookends; The 
Jungle Book 2; Mickey Mouse; Classic Beginnings Dumbo with 21 Birthday (boxed); Dinosaur egg; etc; some with tags; Good 
to Near Mint; (23). 

 £15 - £25 

25. Collection of advertising associated soft toys, etc: Ribena x 2; Andrex Labrador puppy x 19; Kleenex bear x 1; Puppy 
Puppy Puppies x 3; Bunny Bunny Bunnies x 1; Good to Mint; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

26. Collection of Hornby Hobbies and Galoob vintage Pound Puppies, Pound Jungle and other soft toys: Pound 
Puppies - Galoob x 44 with certificates x 10 and Hornby Hobbies x 5 (including 3 New Born); Pound Jungle - Galoob x 9; 
Precious Moments beanies x 10; Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

27. Collection of plush toys, includes: Russ Tiny Town Bears (and others) x 38; Gund bear x 1; Forever Friends x 21; Kangaroo 
Pooh x 1; Ice Age - Scrat x 1; Hush Puppies x 12 + 1; Chubbley Bears x 16; Fair Plus to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 
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28. Zelfs Trolls collection: Series 1 x 11 unboxed; x 1 boxed. Series 2 x 11 unboxed; x 1 boxed. Masquerade x 6 unboxed. 
Series 3 x 6 boxed; x 5 unboxed. Zelicious wave 1 x 6 boxed. Series 4 x 11 boxed; x 1 unboxed. Zelicious wave 2 x 6 boxed. 
Tressa + Venus Flytrap Spin Salon set unboxed. Ribbita + Swing set unboxed. Limited Edition x 3. Zelfs Magazine + stickers. 
Assorted packaging and backing cards, leaflets, accessories etc. Fair to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £40 - £60 

29. Collection of vintage plush toys, including: Tatty Teddy (Me to You) x 26; Carte Blanche x 2; Puffalumps x 2; Barclays Bird 
x 2; Planet Hollywood Dino x 1; Pudsey x 1; Selfridges Rudolph x 1; Cookie Monster x 1; Weberley Bear x 1; Puffkins x 1; 
Snowman & Snowdog x 1; Lots a Lots a Leggggggs x 1; Fluffy My Come Here Puppy! and accessories x 1; Boyd’s Bears x 2; 
Count Duckula x 1; Manhattan Toy Co x 1; Chad Valley x 1; Lamb Chop x 1; Country Companions x 2; Beatrix Potter by Eden 
(Jeremy Fisher) x 1; Boyd’s Bears x 3; Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

30. Collection of vintage plush toys and teddy bears, including: St Michael M & S polar bear; Playskool Elephant x 1; Cadbury 
Bunny x 1; The Fiesta Elephant x 1; Top Toys x 3 (Bunny, Dog, Tiger); DS Nicholass x 2 (Penguin, Duckling); PMS x 2 
(Scottish teddy, Shark); Iwaya Corp x 2 (Battery operated Pterodactyl, Pig); G Da Costa x 2 (Dog); Kees x 2 (Deer); St Michael 
x 2 (Zippy + Bunny); BHS (Teddy in Car); Mothercare x 1 (Dog); Superdrug x 1 (Pig); Boots x 2 (Sheep, Mouse); Allders x 1 
(Wildlife Collection); Toyland x 1 (Dog); SDL Imports x1 (Teddy); Humatt x 2 (Dog); Linda x 1 (Teddy); Salco Harlow x 1 
(Teddy); Rav Rushden x 1 (Gorilla); Chad Valley x 1 (Elephant); Peeko x 1 (Deer); R Dakin x 1 (Lion); Golden Bear white lions x 
3; Clown x 1; Green Doll x 1; Blue Ribbon Playthings Dogs x 1; Moose (R Dakin) x 2; Salco Little Meadow Collection x 1; big 
bears x 2; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

31. Collection of Beanies, including TY and Meanies: TY Attic Treasures Jack x 1; Fairbanks x 1; Azure x 1; Suki x 1; 
Gwyndolyn x 1; Strawbunny x 1; Ramsey x 1; Lawrence x 1; Checkers x 1; Beargundy x 1; Rafaella x 1; Salty x 1; Orion x 1; 
Cheri x 1; Grant x1. TY Jingle Beanies 1997 Holiday Teddy x 1; 1998 Holiday Teddy x 1; 1999 Holiday Teddy x 1; 2001 Holiday 
Teddy x 1; Mistletoe x 1; Halo x 1; Halo II x 1; Peace x 1; Snowgirl x 1; Santa x 1. TY Baby Powder x 1; Butterbeary x 1; 
Sherlock x 1; Muffin x 1. TY Beanie Boo’s Myrtle. TY Pillow Pals Moo; Swinger. Meanies x 6. Mainly with tags, Excellent to Near 
Mint; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

32. Collection of eighty unlabelled and miscellaneous vintage plush soft toys, Good to Excellent Plus (qty). 

 £15 - £30 

33. Collection of vintage plush toys: Keel Toys (inc Simply Soft Collection) x15; Allders toys x 5; BHS (TD Bear, Lazy Lion + 
bath buddy) x 3; St Michael x 2; Mothercare x 2; Avon x 1; Childrens World x 1; H&M x 1; Piggy Wigs x 3; Baby Bunny by Tomy 
x 1; The Heritage Collection by Ganz Bros x 2; Vintage Koala bears x 4; Heart to Heart Bear x 1; Fair to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

34. Collection of vintage plush toys: Precious Moments x 9 plus Nativity and Stand x 3; Famosa vinyl baby doll; Warner Bros 
Beanies x 4; Allders x 7; Unlabelled Plush x 32; Chilly the Snowman x 3; Chubbly Bears x 8; large plush tiger; Betoy (of Oxford) 
large plush horse; Fair to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

35. Collection of vinyl dolls, including: Tiny Tears x 2; Zapf Creation Doll x 1; Zapf Creation Baby Born + accessories x 1; Baby 
All Gone + accessories x 1; Baby Check Up + accessories x 1; Anne Geddes dolls x 2; “LB” dolls x 2 (including 1 musical). 
Cabbage Patch Dolls + accessories: Mini babies x 6; Large dolls x 3; Dolls x 2; Good to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 
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36. Collection of plush, mohair teddy bears and Beanie toys: English Teddy Bear Company - Bears x 2 + accessories including 
clothes, passport, birth certificates + boxes. Gund Yulebeary 100 years Christmas Collection 1998 teddy bear and resin 
Christmas tree ornament, boxed; Tesco Chilly snowmen x 25; Tesco Chilly friends x 7; John Lewis heat up polar bear + 
instructions x 1. TY Beanie Buddies: Light Blue Peanut x 1; Millennium x 2; Snowboy x 3; Spangle x 3; Buckingham x 2; 
Britannia x 2; Groovy x 1; Peking x 1; Fuzz x1; Teddy x 1; Maple x 1; Valentino x 1; Clubby x 1; Halo x 1; Erin x 1; Kicks x 1; 
Peace x 1; TY2K x 1; Osito x 1; Chocolate x 1; 2000 Signature Bear x 1; Princess x 1; Pumpkin’ x 1; Batty x 1; quantity of TY 
tag protectors; Excellent to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

37. TY Beanie Babies x 70, mainly animals, although some are Christmas themed, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (70). 

 £30 - £40 

38. Hermann Snowman Teddy Original musical teddy bear, LE 84/1000, white mohair, plays I'm Dreaming of a White 
Christmas, swing label certificate, box, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

39. Miniature teddy bears and a Steiff plush dog: 6 x miniature bears, including Shoebutton Bears, Toy Box Teds by Paul and 
Ganz; plus Steiff plush dog, yellow tag 6276/27; Good to Excellent Plus, smallest 2.25"/6cm; largest 10.5"/27cm; (7). 

 £20 - £30 

40. Set of Miniature Harrods Christmas Bears x fifteen, Collection 1986 - 2000, Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Good Plus 
packaging; each bear 6"/15cm. 

 £50 - £70 

41. Pair of artist designed teddy bears: (1) Canterbury Bears Flapper, LE 4/150, apricot mohair, with swing label certificate, 
13"/33cm; (2) RGA Teddy Bears Crosby, LE, chocolate mohair, 16"/41cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £25 - £35 

42. Tonka Keypers: Ladybug - Orange Adult with key; Orange Baby; Blue Baby; Swan - Baby; Turtle - Blue Baby & White 
Baby; Playskool Nightime Snugglebums Papa Gently; Fibre Craft 10 Little Indians and Career Impkins dolls, plus books of 
knitting patterns; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (9). 

 £30 - £40 

43. Mattel Hallmark vintage Rainbow Brite: Poseable figures x 2; Gripping Sprite x 2; Miniature eraser x 2; Mini Sprite x 1; 
House Martin Watch; 10-inch Rainbow Brite doll; Starlite Horse (1983) Plush; Green Sprite; Fair Plus to Good; (11). 

 £30 - £40 

44. MGA Entertainment Mini Lala Loopsy dolls: 2 x Target Special Holiday Edition (boxed); Series 8 - 3 x boxed; Series 9 - 1 x 
boxed; Series 10 - 2 x boxed; Series 11 - 1 x boxed; Series 13 Flower Garden Collection - 4 x boxed; Series 13 - 1 x boxed, 2 x 
unboxed; Three Pack x 2 (incomplete); Pets loose x 4; Holly Sleighbells loose x 1; unchecked for completeness; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

45. Collection of vintage miniature vinyl and hard plastic dolls and play sets: Pedigree Les Babies x 32, Fabric, Leaflets and 
Pot. Galoob My Magic Kissing Dragon- Dragon with potion x 1; Drinking bowls x 2. Kenner Tonka Fairy Winkles Sweet Dreams 
Compact, Find Me’s x 3, Pouch. Bluebird Mimi and the Goo Goos Sweetie Mimi and her Cake, Mimi's Wedding (missing boy). 
Yes! Princess of the Flowers Baby Princess Tina - Colour variation 1. Unchecked for completeness; Good to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 
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46. Empire Grand Champions Horses, riders and accessories, including: Boxed- Colt x 1; Parade  
Accessories x 1; English Accessories x 1. Loose- Catalogues x 2; Cards x 19; Stallions x 13; Mares x 7; Colts x 9; Saddle + 
Tack Collection (incomplete); English Accessories; Horse Care Package; Parade Accessories; Fancy Hair Accessories 
(incomplete). Miscellaneous accessories- Dolls x 3 (2 x English riders + 1 Western); Stall & Tack Room with accessories 
(incomplete); Jumping Academy (incomplete). Early Learning Centre Walls x 8; Fences x 4; Gates x 2; Hedges x 2. Fair to 
Excellent; all unchecked for completeness, (qty). 

 £40 - £60 

47. Collection of doll's house items, including: Caroline’s Home; Jean Jeannette; Lundby and miscellaneous rolls of wallpaper 
& bricks; Fair to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £25 - £35 

48. Tomy Sylvanian Families collection, includes: Boxed- Father Christmas Gift Set; Country Cottage Wallpaper pack; Sewing 
Machine; Ceramic Tableware and Kitchen Utensils x 2; Bunches of flowers. Loose- Oven Fresh Bakery; Stable; Fencing and 
foliage; Country Cottage; assorted characters and accessories, clothing, etc; Fair to Near Mint; unchecked for completeness; 
(qty). 

 £40 - £60 

49. Collection of vintage sports and games equipment, musical instruments, etc, includes: Musikland (Italy) plastic saxophone, 
boxed; wooden guitar (China), boxed; Stilts; Badminton set; tinplate xylophone, printed with images from the circus; Jaco roller 
skates; ELC maracas; Chalk Board with duster & chalks- noughts & crosses, Hangman; Dartboard; Hot Shot Table Tennis, 
boxed; Recorder; Skipping rope; Bumble ball; Cricket bats, etc; discus; assorted balls; Winton tennis racket; kazoos; Calimba; 
Super water soakers; etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £15 - £25 

50. Vivid Imaginations My Beautiful Horses, collection, including: bagged horses x 5; carded x 7; magazines x 2; poster x 1; 
brushes x 2; loose ponies and horses x 47; Fair to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

51. Children's vintage dressing-up costumes, includes: Playsuits by W H Kendal Cowgirl; Playsuits by W H Kendal Native 
American Indian; Nurse; Wigwam; Spanish dress; etc Good to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

52. Merrythought and other plush animals: Merrythought Lion; Merrythought Beaver; Dogs x 22 (including Piuti, Andrex, 
Playmakers, Applause, Delgado (Humphrey Hound), Doughnut); Bears x 4; Vera Small Designs mole; mice x 4; Applause 
Fisherman doll; Golden Bear The Snowman Stocking; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

53. Children's Sewing Machines x two, a knitting machine plus a Dollie Dressmaker fabric pattern for two dolls' dresses and a 
coat; Singer Lockstitch Sewing Machine; Jones Meccano Lockstitch Sewing Machine; Tomy Knitting Machine; Dollie 
Dressmaker Calpretta Potter Fabric fabric pattern for two dolls' dresses and a coat; Fair to Good; (4). 

 £15 - £20 

54. Collection of vintage costume and other hard plastic and vinyl dolls: large vinyl teenage doll x 1; dolls x 25 (including 
Rexard Costume dolls); Small Costume doll x 2; Costume dolls x 5; Dolls Rattle x 1; Dolls x 4; quantity of doll's bedding; pair of 
hard plastic teddy bear pram toys; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £25 - £35 
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55. Collection of Hasbro Sindy and Mattel Barbie dolls and accessories: Hasbro Sindy 1991 Show Jumper Sindy Doll with 
accessories; Tiffany Sindy's Horse (with box); 1990 Disco Dazzle Sindy. Mattel Barbie 90s wedding musical trinket box; 1993 
Gymnast Barbie with accessories; 1999 Riviera Barbie; 1995 Winter Sports Barbie with accessories; 1999 Hollywood Nails 
Teresa with accessories; 1994 Baywatch Barbie with accessories (inc dolphin); 1992 Hollywood Hair Styling Head with hair mist 
+ instructions; 1993 Sleep N Fun Fashions x 2 with backing card; 1991 Birthday Surprise Barbie with ribbon + stand; 1992 
Birthday Surprise Party Time playset + instructions; 1992 Coffee makers with cups + plates; 2001 Shelly Club Susie, Chelsie, 
Ryan, Jenny (Europe); Shelly Club The Nutcracker Tommy Gingerbread Boy; Shelly Club - Liana (Spring); Kelly Club - Lion 
Liana; 1999 Mattel Disney Princess Belle; Various Barbie outfits x 11; Barbie brushes x 8; Hangers x 6; Charm x 1; Leaflets x 2; 
etc; Fair to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £50 - £70 

56. Collection of Disney Frozen, Aladdin related dolls and others, boxed: Disney Store Frozen Elsa & Anna Ice Skating Set; 
Disney Store Frozen Elsa & Anna Summer Solstice Gift Set (Frozen Fever); Mattel Aladdin 1992; Mattel Frozen Elsa of 
Arendelle Basic; Mattel Frozen Anna of Arendelle Basic; Mattel Frozen Kristoff Basic; Mattel Frozen Anna of Arendelle & 
Kristoff; Mattel Frozen Colour Magic Elsa; Mattel Frozen Colour Magic Anna; Disney Store Big Hero 6 Go Go Tomago; Disney 
Store Animators’ Collection Pocahontas; Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (11). 

 £50 - £70 

57. Mattel Barbie dolls boxed: Limited Editions- Native Spirit Collection 1 - Spirit of the Earth #50707; Native Spirit Collection 
2 - Spirit of the Water #53861. Collectors Editions- Peter Rabbit 100 Year Celebration #53872; Dolls of The World - Princess of 
Japan #B5731; Birds of Beauty Collection - The Flamingo #22957. Scooby Doo - Barbie as Daphne #55887; Avon Blushing 
Bride Barbie #26074; Shelly Club - Kayla (Summer); Shelly Club - Belinda (Autumn); Shelly Club - Maura (Winter); Near Mint to 
Mint, within Fair Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (10). 

 £40 - £60 

58. Mattel Barbie dolls, loose within boxes (with accessories): Collectors Editions- Dolls of the World - Princess of the Nile; 
Dolls of the World - Princess of Ireland. Special Editions- Flower Mania (Avon); Timeless Silhouette (Avon). Limited 
Editions- Magic & Mystery Collection 1 - Merlin & Morgan Le Fay; Essence of Nature 3 - Dancing Fire. Collectors Editions- Style 
Set Collection - Society Girl; Great Eras Collection - Chinese Empress; Celestial Collection Morning Sun Princess; Palm Beach 
Christie; Excellent, unchecked for completeness, within Fair Plus to Good Plus packaging; (10). 

 £30 - £50 

59. Mattel Barbie miscellaneous clothing and accessories: Barbie Bazaar Dec 2002 magazine; Discover the World with 
Barbie- Sri Lanka 29 magazine x 2 (unopened); Discover the World with Barbie Bulgaria 30 magazine x 2 (unopened). Discover 
the World with Barbie 29 loose outfits + 3 magazines. Mattel Great Weekend Walk on the Beach #68014 (unopened); Great 
Weekend Greatest Barbeque Ever- loose; Little Extras - Tea Party Playset x 2 (sealed); Little Extras - Barbecue Playset 
(sealed); Little Extras - Shopping Playset (sealed); Little Extras - Hair Accessories (sealed). Unchecked for completeness, 
otherwise Fair Plus to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

60. Disney Jakks Pacific Fairies and MGA Bratz dolls, including: Jakks Pacific Tinker Bell & The Lost Treasure Silvermist 
Collector Doll LE 1/20,000; Sparkle Party Periwinkle; Sparkle Party Vidia; Sparkle Party Rosetta; Sparkle Party Silvermist; 
Sparkle Party Tink (short dress); Sparkle Party Tink (long dress). MGA Bratz Costume Party Meygan Wicked Witch, boxed and 
Jade - 2001 1st edition with accessories + backing card; Excellent to Mint, within Fair to Good Plus packaging; (9). 

 £40 - £50 

61. Hasbro Sindy and Mattel Barbie: Sindy Light N Sounds Sportscar (boxed); Sindy Light Up Country Manor (boxed); Barbie 
Champion Horse + accessories (boxed incomplete); Fair to Excellent, unchecked for completeness, within Fair to Good 
packaging; (3). 

 £25 - £35 
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62. Collection of miscellaneous mainly vintage toys, dolls house furniture, books, puppets, etc: Pelham Puppets Mitzi, within 
correct yellow box; Punch and Sailor glove puppets; Airport Set Father finger puppet (boxed). Pedigree doll's suitcase; 
Patch-Up Pets Grey dog with accessories; Merit Just Letters; Wooden wishing well, boxed construction kit; wooden Zoo in a 
bag; Miniature boxed wooden reindeer x 2; wooden jointed figure; child's wicker basket; child's blue vinyl duffle bag and purse; 
Exploratory ship wreck; pair of modern boxed bisque dolls; Scalextric buildings x 2; assorted tinplate, diecast and plastic dolls 
house furniture; Children's plastic tea service (part), books, Russ novelty pens, etc; Poor to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

63. Collection of vintage miniature teddy bears and animals, includes blonde mohair teddy bear, amber and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth, wire pin jointed limbs, 4"/10cm; white mohair seated dog, 3.5"/9cm; white mohair striped cat, 
3.5"/9cm; real fur brown and white clockwork tinplate covered carton body dog, (foreign); cream plush bear dressed as 
Paddington; Chic-a-boo Monchichi gripping figure; etc; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (11). 

 £25 - £35 

The Cullercoats Collection 

64. Assorted plush teddy bears: Merrythought; Russ Berrie; Dandee International; Teddy Bigfoot; Green Mountain Bears; Bear 
Factory; Keel Toys; TY; Gund; Sara Lee Bamboozled; Channel Island Toys; Boyds; Chenaux Original; etc; Fair to Excellent; 
(qty). 

 £10 - £20 

65. Collection of plush teddy bears, includes: Deans; Lesser & Pavey; Sunkid; Russ; Applause; World Wildlife Fund; Lefray 
Toys; Gisela Graham; Grove; Mattel; Manhattan Toy Company; TY; Bear Factory; Tik-Tik; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

66. Collection of plush teddy bears, including: Merrythought; House of Fraser Bears 2002 and 1998; Gund; Russ; Ganz; 
National Trust; Applause; Metro; PMS; Boyds; Mary Meyer; Channel Island Toys; A & A; The Teddy Bear Collection; Boyds; 
Jellycat; Posh Paws; TY; Keel Toys; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

67. Plush teddy bears, quantity: Merrythought; Russ; Gund; Teddy Hermann; TY; Boyds; Leosco; California Stuffed Toys 
Bozzie Bear; Gisela Graham; Dakin; The Teddy Bear Collection; Golden Bear A Friend from Primrose Hill; Grove International; 
House of Valentina; Build-a-Bear; Etone; Jellycat; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

68. Plush teddy bears, assorted, including: Alresford Crafts; Russ; House of Fraser Bear 2001; Boyds; Gund; John Lewis; Keel 
Toys; Chad Valley; TY; Anna Club Plush; Jellycat; Champneys; Wild Republic Animals; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

69. Collection of plush teddy bears: House of Fraser Bear 2000; Bedford Bears; TY; Goldsmiths 2001; Russ; Channel Island 
Toys; John Lewis; Boyds; The Mail on Sunday; Jellycat; Playmakers; Kamar; Metro; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

70. Plush teddy bears, assorted quantity: Russ; Gisela Graham; House of Fraser; Golden Bear; Avon; real sheepskin bear; 
House of Fraser Bear 1996 x 2; Gund; House of Fraser Baby 2000; Sunkid; Peeko; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 
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71. Vintage plush teddy bears, includes: Chiltern; Pedigree; Chad Valley Chiltern; home made teddies; many are "dressed", 
etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

72. Collection of plush animals- dogs, cats, monkeys, rabbits, squirrel, koalas, guinea pig, dinosaur, sheep, Eden Toys Beatrix 
Potter Mrs Tiggywinkle; novelties (pencil case, hot water bottle, glove puppets, etc). Various manufacturers, including: TY;  
Boyds; Russ; home made; WWF; Dakin; Jellycat; Golden Bear, Aurora; Salco; Metro Toys; etc; Fair to Good Plus (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

73. Collection of plush teddy bears, includes: Samantha Toys; Gund; Russ; Tebro; Chad Valley; Goldsmiths 2000; Hamleys; 
Harrods; Goldsmiths 2002; Salco; Dowman; etc; Fair to Good Plus (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

74. Plush teddy bears, collection: House of Fraser Bear 1996, 2004 and 2005; Gund; Furry Tails; Russ; Blenfield Toys battery 
operated; TY; Channel Island Bears; Gisela Graham; Dakin; C & A Baby Club; Giorgio Beverly Hills 1996; Mary Meyer- The 
Green Mountain Bears; Sunkid; The Bearington Collection; Keel Toys; Eden Toys; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

75. Collection of plush teddy bears, includes: Dean's Gwentoys; Anna Club Plush; Sunkid; Russ; Channel Island Toys; Russ; 
House of Fraser; Gina; Cambrian Bears; House of Fraser Bear 2004; Channel Island Toys; Salco; Alresford Crafts; Gisela 
Graham; etc; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

76. Rupert the Bear collection x 11, includes: Tebro; Pedigree Bill Badger; Golden Bear; glove puppet; etc; Fair to Good Plus; 
(11). 

 £30 - £40 

77. Plush teddy bears and animals, manufacturers include: TY Beanies, Attic Collection and others; TNCO Teddy on a Bicycle, 
battery operated; Russ; Etone; The Summit Collection; A & A; Lefray; Boyds; The Velveteen Bear Co; Grove International; 
Gund Bialosky; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £15 - £25 

78. Collection of plush animals, includes: Farnell Alpha Toys rabbit; Jane Hissey's Old Bear & Friends Rabbit; dog nightdress 
case; squirrel; Metro Toys; Jellycat; Tar Toys; Dakin; TY: Gund; Wild Republic; Russ; Anna Club Plush; spiders; Eden Toys 
Beatrix Potter; Mary Meyer; Blue Riband; Kiddicrafts; Musical monkey and rabbit; Merrythought cockerel; Suzy Toys; Applause; 
etc; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £25 - £35 

79. Cloth printed teddy bears, dolls and animals, includes: Dean's Rag Book A1 Toys brushed cotton vintage cat; retro / printed 
owl and cat; Deans Rag Book Betty Boots modern issue doll; Deans taxi car; teddy bear door stopper; various teddy bears and 
dolls, etc; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £40 - £50 

80. Collection of plush animals, includes: Steiff recumbent tiger yellow tag 0380/30, Russ; TY; Ganz; Hush Puppies; Eden Toys 
Beatrix Potter; Jellycat; Russ; Aurora; Keel; etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £25 - £35 
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81. Advertising and promotional plush toys, includes: Warner Brothers Studio Store plush teddy bear; Giorgio Beverly Hills; 
Osh Kosh; Lever Bros; One Direction Ultimate Gift Set; Charmin; Anne Wilkinson Bisto Kids; The Mail on Sunday; Culpeper 
Sleepy Honey Bear; Charlie perfume; Think Electric; Ty-Phoo; Olympics; etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

82. Harrods plush teddy bears x 15, includes: Henry; Beefeater; Door Man; Scottish; etc; plus a collectable tin; Good to Good 
Plus; (16). 

 £30 - £40 

83. TV and Film related plush toys, includes: Pink Panther; Build a Bear Captain America; Wombles (including Pedigree); 
Winnie the Pooh; Talking Basil Brush (inoperative); Basil Brush glove puppet (similar to Wendy Boston- no labels); Snoopy; 
Sooty glove puppet; Yogi Bear; California Stuffed Toys / Pedigree Disney The Jungle Book Baloo; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

84. TV and Film related plush toys, includes: Bagpuss; Pudsey Bear; The Wombles; Winnie the Pooh; Burbank Rupert the 
Bear; Fisher-Price The Muppets Fozzie Bear; Super Ted; Spot the Dog; Chad Valley Chiltern Sooty glove puppet; Teletubbies; 
etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

85. TV and Film related plush toys, includes: The Wombles; Talking Basil Brush- like Wendy Boston, but no tag (inoperative); 
Disney Jim Henson's Bear in the Big Blue House; Sooty; Disney Pinocchio; Pink Panther; Bagpuss; Disney Snow White 
Dwarfs; etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £40 - £60 

86. Collection of Christmas themed plush toys and novelties, includes: Battery operated toys; Build-a-Bear Santa; Dowman 
plush reindeer; Russ; Gisela Graham; Gund; Singing Snowman; etc; all untested; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £15 - £25 

87. Collection of novelty toys, including battery operated, some with Christmas themes, some boxed: Alps (Japan) Bruno the 
Marching Bear; vintage clockwork monkey, plays the cymbals, artificial silk, integral key; Roller Santa Bear; Winnie the Pooh; 
Electronic Panda; Happy Panda; Tumbling Baby Panda; Simba drum playing elephant; etc; Fair to Excellent, all untested; (15). 

 £50 - £70 

88. Gabrielle Designs vintage Paddington Bear, blue PB size 5 Wellington boots, red duffle coat, black hat (replacement), 
Good; 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

89. Gabrielle Designs vintage Paddington Bear, yellow PB size 5 Wellington boots, brown duffle coat, yellow hat, Good to 
Good Plus; 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £50 

90. Collection of Paddington Bear plush teddy bears and other associated memorabilia, manufacturers include Gabrielle 
Designs, Eden, HCF, Rainbow Designs, etc; Poor Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

91. Monchhichi Sekiguchi or similar plush and vinyl figures x five, plus a Chad Valley Chiltern thumb sucking teddy bear; Fair to 
Good; (6). 

 £20 - £30 
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92. Anne Wilkinson Designs Walt Disney Winnie the Pooh, Beatrix Potter and Wind in the Willows printed cotton characters 
and novelties, etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

93. Collection of vintage mainly plush teddy bears, including: Chiltern mohair koala bear; Tony Toy panda; etc; Fair to Good; 
(qty). 

 £10 - £20 

94. Vintage glove puppets, novelty plush teddy bears and others, includes: Steiff Original Hand King EAN 703/17; pair of Sooty 
type artificial silk plush hand puppets; back packs and bags; nightdress cases; etc; Poor Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

95. Miniature plush and other teddy bears: Merrythought golden mohair fisherman teddy bear, with swing label, 5"/13cm; Berg 
wool / cotton plush duckling; etc; Good to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

96. Collection of vintage Chad Valley and other tinplate tops, wooden toys and diecast, Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

97. Wendy Boston five vintage Basil Brush plush toys, each with printed label, includes three figures and a pair of glove 
puppets; Good; (5). 

 £25 - £35 

98. Merrythought pair of Cheeky teddy bears: (1) Millennium 2000 Cheeky bear, exclusive for Virgin Atlantic, pale mauve and 
white mohair, 11/28cm; (2) Golden mohair Cheeky bear, plastic eyes, felt and brushed nylon pads, felt paw pad is holed, 
10"/26cm; Good to Excellent; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

99. Merrythought pair of Cheeky bears and a glove puppet: (1) Beige plush Cheeky musical teddy bear, music box is 
inoperative, hole to felt pad, 13"/33cm; (2) Cinnamon plush Cheeky bear, 8"/20cm; (3) Golden mohair Cheeky glove puppet, 
9.5"/24cm; Good to Excellent; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

100. Merrythought plush animals x eight: (1) Donkey nightdress case, brown plush, 19"/48cm; (2) Beige plush pig, repaired 
hole to left ear, 6"/15cm; (3) Pink plush hippo, 7"/18cm; (4) Green plush hippo, 9"/23cm; (5) Dark green plush hippo, 7"/18cm; 
(6) - (8) Green plush hippos, 5"/13cm; (8). 

 £40 - £50 

101. Merrythought five plush bears and a guinea pig: (1) Cream plush polar bear, 18"/46cm; (2) & (3) Cream plush teddy 
bears, 14"/36cm and 11"/28cm; (4) & (5) Black and white plush panda bears, 9"/23cm; (6) Cinnamon and white plush guinea 
pig, 5"/13cm; Good to Excellent; (6). 

 £40 - £50 

102. Merrythought six plush bears and animals: (1) & (2) Pair of hedgehog and mouse muffs, 11"/28cm and 12"/30cm; (3) 
Golden plush lion, 8"/20cm; (4) Brown and white mouse, 10"/26cm; (5) Golden plush teddy bear, 12"/30cm; (6) Brown plush 
teddy bear, 13"/33cm; Good to Excellent; (6). 

 £40 - £50 
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103. Merrythought four mohair teddy bears, three are limited edition: (1) Alpha Farnell blonde mohair replica, LE 500, 
15"/38cm; (2) Apricot mohair with brown tip, LE 500; (3) Beige mohair, LE 1000, cloth tag is signed by Oliver Holmes, 15"/38cm; 
(4) Golden mohair, 10"/26cm; Good to Excellent; (4). 

 £40 - £50 

104. Merrythought four golden mohair teddy bears and a brown mohair and cream plush donkey, tallest bear 15"/38cm and 
smallest 11"/38cm; donkey 13"/33cm; Good to Excellent Plus; (5). 

 £40 - £50 

105. Merrythought six mohair teddy bears, including some miniatures: (1) Bingie Bear, LE 46/1500, blonde mohair, wearing 
floral cotton dress, 9"/23cm; (2) Pink mohair, LE 1000, 10"/25cm; (3) Blonde with violet tip, LE 500, 10.5"/27cm; (4) Light brown 
mohair, LE 500, 7"/18cm; (5) Blonde mohair, wearing green knitted jumper, 5.5"/14cm; (6) Blonde mohair gardener bear, with 
tag, 4.25"/11cm; Good Plus to Excellent; (6). 

 £40 - £50 

106. Steiff Teddy Bears of Witney Alfonzo 1908 replica teddy bear, 1990, white tag 406195, LE 5000, Good Plus to 
Excellent, MISSING CERTIFICATE, Fair box, together with a resin miniature; 13.75"/35cm; (2). 

 £60 - £80 

107. Charlie Bears Minimo teddy bear designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 2000, beige sparse mohair, Good to Good Plus, 
MISSING tags, 6"/15cm. 

 £20 - £30 

108. Dean's Rag Book Club Membership mohair Teddy Bears x ten: 1994 Hector; 1995 Herbert; 1996 Humphrey; 1997 
Horace; 1998 Howard; 1999 Hobson; 2000 Hardy; 2001 Hugo; 2002 Hudson; 2003 Henry; some with swing labels and badges; 
Good to Excellent; (10). 

 £60 - £70 

109. Dean's Rag Book Club Membership mohair Teddy Bears x nine: 2004 Hampton; 2005 Horatio; 2006 Hieronymus; 2007 
Hogarth; 2008 Hunter; 2009 Harris; 2010 Helene; 2011 Hamilton; 2012 Harry; some with swing labels and badges; Good to 
Excellent; (9). 

 £60 - £70 

110. Dean's Rag Book six limited edition mohair teddy bears (including two miniatures): Kathy, LE 2/25, ivory mohair, with 
swing label certificate, 14"/36cm; Member's Only Bear 2004, blonde mohair, 15"/38cm; Dean's 100th Birthday Bear 1903-2003, 
LE 1000, brown mohair, with swing label certificate, 12.5"/32cm; Club Edition Amy, LE 2000, grey mohair, 8"/20cm; Apple Pips 
miniature bears- Wyken Pippin panda bear, LE 19/100, golden and black mohair and May Queen teddy bear, LE 1/100, apricot 
mohair, 4"/10cm; Good to Excellent Plus; (6). 

 £40 - £50 

111. Merrythought five plush animals: Racoon, 14"/36cm; Dalmatian dog, 13.5"/34cm; spaniel dog, 10"/25cm; Kangaroo 
with baby Joey, 13"/33cm; Hedgehog, 7.5"/19cm; Good to Excellent; (5). 

 £30 - £40 

112. German teddy bears x six: (1) Hermann Teddy Original, with plastic medallion / label, golden mohair, dressed in knitted 
"lederhosen" and cardigan, 14"/36cm; (2) Steiff black mohair teddy bear, with button, missing label, 6"/15cm; (3) Steiff Petsy, 
yellow tag 0233/28, blonde plush, 11"/28cm; (4) Clemens golden mohair teddy bear, 6"/15cm; (5) Hermann Teddy original 
golden plush, 10"/26cm; (6) Steiff light brown plush purse; Fair Plus to Excellent; (6). 

 £40 - £50 
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113. Collection of eight teddy bears: Deans black and white plush panda bear, 19"/48cm; Deans golden plush teddy bear, 
14"/36cm; Deans golden mohair teddy bear, 8.25"/21cm; Merrythought brass plus limited edition teddy bear, 7.5"/19cm; Sigikid 
MIRO golden mohair teddy bear, LE, 8"/20cm; Sunkid brown plush bear, 6"/15cm; Deans pair of dark brown plush standing 
bears, 5"/13cm; Good to Excellent; (8). 

 £30 - £40 

114. Robertson's Golly, printed linen, 15"/38cm; plus some paper tokens and labels; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £15 - £20 

115. Three teddy bears with character / literary associations: House of Nisbet Peter Bull teddy bear, LE 5000, golden 
mohair, 9"/23cm; Dean's Colourbox Jonathan teddy bear, LE 1000, beige mohair, 10"/26cm; Little Bear by Jane Hissey, beige 
plush, 8"/20cm; Good to Excellent; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

116. Five mainly vintage gollies, including Dean's / Gwentoys x three, The House of Valentina plus another; Good to 
Excellent; (5). 

 £30 - £40 

117. Seven mainly vintage gollies, including Dean's / Gwentoys x three, Diane Jones, home made and others; Fair to 
Excellent Plus; (7). 

 £40 - £50 

118. Collection of four gollies, including vintage Wendy Boston and three home made; also includes a file containing 
correspondence relating to Wendy Boston, etc; Fair to Good; (5). 

 £20 - £30 

119. Wendy Boston six white plush vintage teddy bears, each with blue and black plastic eyes, unjointed, some with labels, 
smallest 7.5"/19cm and largest 20"/51cm (seated); Fair Plus to Excellent; (6). 

 £30 - £40 

120. Wendy Boston four light brown / brown / white plush vintage teddy bears, one is musical (inoperative), all unjointed, 
three with labels, largest 10"/26cm and smallest 6.5"/17cm (seated); Fair Plus to Good Plus; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

121. Wendy Boston five vintage teddy bears, two pink and white, two beige and pink, and one white, all unjointed, mainly 
with labels, Fair Plus to Good, largest 10"/26cm and smallest 6"/15cm (seated); (5). 

 £30 - £40 

122. Wendy Boston five vintage plush dogs, mainly with labels, four Scottie dogs and a Poodle, largest 11"/28cm and 
smallest 8"/20cm; Fair Plus to Good; (5). 

 £20 - £40 

123. Wendy Boston five vintage panda bears, black and white plush, each with label, Fair to Good Plus; smallest 10"/26cm 
and largest 13"/33cm (seated); (5). 

 £40 - £50 

124. Wendy Boston five x vintage golden plush teddy bears, mainly with labels, Fair to Good; smallest 6"/15cm and largest 
12"/30cm (seated); (5). 

 £40 - £50 
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125. Wendy Boston five x vintage golden plush teddy bears, mainly with labels, Fair to Good; smallest 6"/15cm and largest 
12"/30cm (seated); (5). 

 £40 - £50 

126. Wendy Boston five x vintage plush toys: pair of golden plush bears, with integral clothing; pair of white rabbits with 
integral clothing; cinnamon and cream mohair / plush squirrel; mainly with labels, Fair Plus to Good Plus; smallest 9"/23cm and 
largest 13"/33cm; (5). 

 £40 - £60 

127. Collection of seven vintage plush animals and teddy bears, includes: pair of real sheepskin lambs; wool plush dog; 
artificial silk recumbent tiger; etc; Fair to Good Plus; (7). 

 £20 - £30 

128. Collection of vintage teddy bears: Mary Meyer light brown mohair musical teddy bear; brown frosted mohair teddy bear, 
real sheepskin brown and cream panda bear. Manufacturers include Chad Valley, Alresford Crafts, plus others, Fair to 
Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

129. Shanghai Toys (China) collection of eleven vintage miniature mohair animals, includes dogs, teddy bears, rabbit, 
elephant, lamb, etc, some with paper swing labels and cloth tags; Fair Plus to Excellent; average height 3.5"/9cm; (11). 

 £20 - £30 

130. Shanghai Toys (China) collection of seven larger vintage mohair animals, includes four panda bears, two cats and a 
teddy bear, Fair Plus to Good Plus, average height 9"/23cm; (7). 

 £25 - £35 

131. Shanghai Toys (China) and similar larger teddy bears, Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

132. Shanghai Toys miniature mohair teddy bears x 19, some with paper / cloth tags, Fair Plus to Excellent, average height 
5"/13cm; (19). 

 £20 - £40 

133. Eastern European small / miniature teddy bears (similar to Shanghai Toys), Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £15 - £25 

134. Vintage plush teddy bears x 11, includes: Chad Valley Chiltern large Sooty; Chad Valley yellow and orange bear; Chad 
Valley Chiltern golden plush Honey Pot bear (missing honey pot); Chad Valley golden plush pair of bears; Gwentoys brown and 
white artificial silk bear; plush Sweep; etc; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (11). 

 £30 - £40 

135. Eight mohair vintage dogs, manufacturers include Chiltern, Merrythought, Harrington's Baby Goods; etc; Fair to Good 
Plus; (8). 

 £30 - £50 

136. Eight vintage mohair dogs, includes pair of "Cesar" type terrier nightdress cases; small novelty "pot handle holder"; etc; 
Fair to Excellent; (8). 

 £50 - £70 
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137. Artist designed teddy bears x seven, includes: Bashful Bears by Pauline Abbot; BJ Bears by Crown Artist Bears; The 
English Teddy Bear Company; some moth damage; Fair Plus to Excellent; (7). 

 £30 - £50 

138. Eight vintage animal / bears, includes pair of Raebhat Originals (Isle of Lewis, Scotland) blonde plush bears, dressed in 
woollen tweed; Kamar velveteen dachshund; artificial silk and felt monkey; real sheepskin cat; plush dog; artificial silk plush 
badger; Siegfried small plush dog; Fair to Excellent; (8). 

 £20 - £30 

139. Artist designed mohair teddy bears x ten and a Merrythought, includes: Wylde About Bears panda; Northumberland 
Bear Craft; Bearyland; BJ Bears by Crown Artist Bears; Rainbow Bears by J Blythe; Changelings by Victoria Marsden; 
Merrythought; Good; (10). 

 £30 - £50 

140. Artist designed teddy bears x eight, includes: Harris Tweed Bear; Northumberland Bear Craft; Teddy Bear purse; Bears 
of Bottesforde; etc; Good to Excellent; (8). 

 £30 - £50 

141. Artist designed teddy bears and others x eight: Only Natural by Mary Holden; Gigi Collectors Bears; Changelings by 
Victoria Marsden; Wylde About Bears; Soft Toys from Furryland by J Garton; Northumberland Bear Crafts; Elgate Products; 
House of Nisbet Pearly King Bear by Doris and Terry Michaud; Fair to Excellent; (8). 

 £30 - £50 

142. Collection of fourteen plush bears, mainly vintage, includes: Wendy Boston pair- large golden and white plush and 
golden plush; Gwentoys; Alresford Crafts; Golden Bear; Blossom Toys musical bear, plays Brahm's Lullaby; Blue Ribbon 
Playthings musical bear, plays Brahm's Lullaby; etc; Fair to Good; (14). 

 £30 - £50 

143. Collection of plush vintage panda bears, etc, includes: 2 x Alpha Farnell, one wearing spotted red and white ribbon, 
remains of cloth tags; 2 x Pedigree; Chad Valley Chiltern; artificial silk plush with ting-a-ling mechanism to stomach; Fillerby's 
Toffees tinplate confectionary tin; pair of miniature crocheted panda bears; etc; Fair to Excellent; (16). 

 £30 - £50 

144. Plush vintage panda bears x eight, including: Rosebud artificial silk plush; Dean's Childsplay toys large panda; etc; Fair 
Plus to Good; (8). 

 £20 - £30 

145. Collection of real sheepskin, mohair, plush and real fur vintage teddy bears, koalas, rabbit and sheep; manufacturers 
include Tinka-Bell and Chad Valley, etc; Fair to Good; (17). 

 £20 - £30 

146. Collection of vintage plush teddy bears, includes: Dean's Childsplay Bri-Nylon; nightdress case; large Chad Valley; 
Chad Valley Chiltern; Acme; Chiltern artificial silk plush; etc; Fair to Good; (10). 

 £25 - £35 

147. Vintage plush teddy bears x twenty-one, includes: Toyland; Chad Valley Chiltern Polar Bear; nightdress case; Chad 
Valley, etc; Fair to Good; (21). 

 £20 - £30 
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148. Dean's plush vintage teddy bears and animals: (1) Dean's Dismal Desmond, with modern red blue yellow and white 
sateen printed label; (2) - (4) Dean's / Gwentoys plush panda bears; (5) Gwentoys artificial silk plush panda bear; (6) Dean's 
Childsplay Toys Bri-Nylon panda; (7) Dean's / Gwentoys dark brown plush bear; (8) Dean's Childsplay Toys white Bri-Nylon 
bear; (9) Gwentoys grey plush elephant; (10) Gwentoys blue and white plush bear; Fair to Good Plus; (10). 

 £30 - £40 

149. Dean's plush vintage teddy bears and animals, includes: (1) Dean's white plush bear; (2) Dean's Childsplay Baby Safe 
brown bear; (3) Dean's / Gwentoys golden plush bear; (4) Dean's golden plush bear; (5) Dean's / Gwentoys beige plush bear; 
(6) Gwentoys golden plush bear; (7) Dean's black plush monkey; (8) & (9) Dean's / Gwentoys brown and white plush bears; 
(10) Dean's Childsplay Toys white and pink Bri-Nylon plush rabbit; (11) Gwentoys cinnamon artificial silk plush bear; Fair Plus 
to Good Plus; (11). 

 £30 - £40 

150. Steiff three Original mask face teddy bears, 1980s, each with button (missing cloth labels), larger white mohair and two 
smaller caramel mohair, Good to Excellent; 14"/36cm and 9"/23cm; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

151. Seven vintage glove puppets, including: Sooty, Chad Valley / Chiltern Sweep and Soo; Fair to Good; (7). 

 £30 - £40 

152. Collection of six vintage mohair and artificial silk animals: elephant x 2; monkeys x 3 (one is a Berg); Dakin pig; largest 
6"/15cm and smallest 3"/8cm; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (6). 

 £30 - £40 

153. Steiff pair of vintage hand puppets and a pair of animals: (1) Hand Bully dog hand puppet, missing button, mohair 
white, spotted, 6.75"/17cm; (2) Hand Cat puppet, missing button, white mohair grey tabby, 6.75"/17cm; (3) Floppy Panda, 
missing button, black and white mohair, eyes are embroidered felt, 6.75"/17cm; (4) Tiger Cub, with button, mohair, tawny yellow 
/ white, black tiger stripes, 4"/19cm; Good to Good Plus; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

154. Five vintage baby toy teddy bears and a rabbit, includes rare Chilprufe Toy teddy bear, in blonde and cream Bri-Nylon; 
blue and white artificial silk bear; pink and white artificial silk bear; white plush rabbit; Eden Toys brown and yellow plush teddy 
bear rattle; golden mohair unjointed teddy bear; Fair Plus to Excellent; largest 10"/26cm and smallest 6"/15cm; (6). 

 £30 - £40 

155. Eastern European vintage teddy bears x seven, artificial silk plush, largest 8"/20cm and smallest 4"/10cm; (7). 

 £30 - £40 

156. Four British vintage teddy bears: (1) Chad Valley / Chiltern, c 1967, amber and black plastic eyes, black plastic dog 
nose, golden mohair with black fleck, unjointed, velveteen pads, 15"/38cm; (2) Merrythought cinnamon plush, 14"/36cm; (3) & 
(4) Gwentoys type, 1970s, golden mohair, 11"/28cm and 12"/30cm; Good to Good Plus; (4). 

 £30 - £50 

157. Eastern European artificial silk plush pair of vintage teddy bears: (1) Sooty type, golden and black artificial silk plush, 
black and white metal disc eyes, black metal disc nose, red felt tongue, unjointed, 12.5"/32cm; (2) blonde artificial silk plush 
(discoloured), black and white metal disc eyes, remains of black stitched nose, fully jointed, 16"/41cm; Good to Good Plus; (2). 

 £20 - £30 
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158. Hasbro Puppy in My Pocket, dolls and other toys: Hasbro Vivid Imaginations Puppy in My Pocket (1994) House, with 
quantity of dogs; etc. Set of wooden blocks; Winnie the Pooh Matroyska; wooden teddy bear bank; collectable tins and boxes; 
small tinplate pails; drums; Fisher-Price The Teddy Bears' Picnic clockwork Radio; Beary Good Friends Resin Book Ends; 
Cowley Bread Bank; modern bisque musical clown; resin, glass, ceramic and wooden teddy bear and other related miniatures; 
etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

159. Pre-War Hornby "Racer I" tinplate clockwork Speedboat, cream with green trim and engine cover, includes rudder and 
Meccano key, the clockwork motor is in working order with brake, Good. 

 £30 - £40 

160. The Bowman Swift Racing Yacht, single masted with green wooden hull and tinplate keel, transfer to deck- BOWMAN 
PAT. APPLIED FOR RACING YACHT MADE IN ENGLAND RIDLINGTON HAISBRO NORFOLK, 13" long and 18" in overall 
height, Good to Good Plus. 

 £30 - £40 

161. Collection of teddy bear and other related items: costume jewellery- Merrythought (stamped Silver) wishbone pin; 
articulated teddy bear pendant and chain (stamped Silver); diamante silver tone teddy bear articulated pendant; pins; costume 
jewellery. Tinplate badges, miscellaneous pins and others. Winnie the Pooh The Pooh Useful Pot, felt and cotton; pair of 
miniature cloth teddy bears, within honey pots; Dean's teddy bear cloth printed ball / rattle; miniature teddy bears and other 
novelties- Olympic Mishka pencil sharpener; bisque snow baby; real fur covered panda pencil sharpener (stamped Shanghai); 
Cococubs lead squirrel; cold cast bronze hare; etc. Small quantity of plush bears- Ganz Collectibles Mary Holstad Lady Bug; 
Gisela Graham; pipe cleaner bears; etc. Christmas ornaments, etc. Fair to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

162. Collection of teddy bear associated items, including: rubber stamps; miniature wicker crib; Good Bears of the World 
cloth shopping bag; novelties; etc; Fair to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £10 - £15 

163. Collection of teddy bear related collectables, includes: German carnival type vintage teddy bears x five; Petkin real 
sheepskin bear, with swing label; vintage miniature mohair monkey, felt face, ears, hands and feet, wearing blue woollen jacket; 
Pom Pom pet mouse; quantity of miniature teddy bears, etc; Chunkies postcards; framed pictures; t-towels; table cloth; 
coasters; Corona china child's tea service and oddments; miniature teddy bear decal china within wicker picnic basket; wooden 
boxes and furniture, etc; Fair to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £40 - £50 

164. Tara Toys "Nonie", Irish, post war, golden mohair vintage teddy bear, Eire label to left toe, amber and black glass eyes, 
black horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, replacement felt pads, inoperative tilt growler, faded and worn overall, Good, 
23"/59cm. 

 £30 - £50 

165. Pixie Toys "Patsy", British vintage golden mohair teddy bear, 1950s / 1960s, amber and black plastic replacement 
eyes, black vertically stitched nose with longer drop stitch to each side, inner ears are cream wool plush, fully jointed, felt pads, 
black webbed claw stitching to paw pads, inoperative tilt growler, wear and fading to mohair, Good, 24"/61cm; together with her 
small cream plush "Friend", embroidered felt eyes, black stitched nose, cotton cloth body, articulated wired arms, felt inner ears 
and paw pads, vinyl foot pads; 8"/20cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

166. Chiltern "Miller" vintage blonde mohair teddy bear, British, 1920s, embroidered eyes (original eyes are missing), black 
vertically stitched hook nose, mouth is restitched, fully jointed, cloth pads (with some repair), replacement press squeaker, 
mohair is worn and faded overall, eyes have remains of glue and darning to left eye socket, otherwise Fair Plus to Good, 
14.5"/37cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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167. Chad Valley "Big Ted" and "Little Ted", pair of golden mohair vintage teddy bears, British, 1950s / 1960s, both with 
remains of cloth tag to side seam, larger with amber and black glass eyes, smaller has amber and black plastic eyes, black 
vertically stitched coal nose, each is fully jointed, Big Ted has velveteen pads, Little Ted's are Rexine, each has press squeaker 
(Little Ted has lost his squeak), Good to Excellent Plus, 16"/41cm and 10"/25cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

168. "Whoxfam", British vintage golden mohair teddy bear, 1950s / 1960s, amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically 
restitched nose, fully jointed, brown artificial silk pads, tilt growler, mohair is worn overall, Good, 16.5"/42cm. NB: The vendor 
stated: "Whoxfam"- on my way home from the dentist one day in Dec 1981 I spotted him in the window of the Oxfam Shop in 
Whitley Bay- I just had to have him- he needed a new nose but he has a lovely loud growl and he only cost 75p! He is made in 
very light gold fur fabric with dark brown nylon fur fabric pads. He has plastic eyes (original) and black stitched nose (replaced). 
He is fully jointed and soft but firmly stuffed throughout. He has a rather large body- I made his red crochet waistcoat. He is 16 
1/2" tall and his chair stands 15 1/2" high. (2). 

 £30 - £40 

169. "Scamp", British golden mohair vintage glove puppet, amber and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, shaven 
muzzle, black claw stitching, mohair is worn overall, some areas of balding and thinning to mohair, otherwise Good, 8"/20cm. 
NB: The vendor stated: "Scamp" 8" Long gold mohair fur clipped around his nose. His 4 paws each accept one finger or thumb 
and index finger or middle finger moves his head, which is hard stuffed with straw (card tube for finger). Original glass eyes and 
mouth. All 4 paws have 3 black stitched claws. 

 £25 - £35 

170. Chad Valley Magna Series "Ted Blackhall", golden mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1930s / 1940s, amber and black 
glass eyes (glued into position), black horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, cloth pads (left paw pad is replaced), black claw 
stitching, embroidered label to sole of right foot white label with blue embroidered HYGIENIC TOYS MADE IN ENGLAND BY 
CHAD VALLEY CO LTD, mohair worn and faded overall, stuffing shifted at neck, Good, 18"/46cm. NB: The vendor stated: "Ted 
Blackhall" is 18" tall. He is made with gold coloured mohair and has a hard stuffed head and kapok filled body and limbs. No 
growl or squeak. Dull brown cotton pads (one replaced). 3 stitched claws on each foot. Black stitched nose and mouth. Glass 
eyes may be replacement. I bought him from an antique dealer who collects dolls. She had got him from Blackhall, near 
Seaham, in County Durham. He is fully jointed- the stuffing is rather loose around his neck which makes him poke his head and 
gives the appearance of a hump (not a very pronounced one though!). 

 £40 - £60 

171. "Wimble" and "Hermann", pair of vintage German teddy bears: (1) Steiff Zotty teddy bear, "Wimble", 1950s, missing 
button, brown and black glass eyes, open mouth, brown vertically stitched nose, open felt mouth, caramel with frosted tip and 
apricot mohair, fully jointed, felt pads, tilt growler, Excellent, 14"/36cm; (2) Hermann Teddy Original, 1950s, with metal tag and 
original ribbon, amber and black glass eyes, open mouth, vertically stitched black nose, caramel with frosted tip mohair, fully 
jointed, felt pads, black claw stitching, Excellent, 9"/23cm; together with their wooden chair, 22"/56cm; (3). NB: The vendor 
stated: "Wimble usually wears the blue jersey which I knitted for him- he occasionally lends it out too! 

 £30 - £40 

172. "Edward (also known as Big Ted)", British vintage teddy bear, 1950s, amber and black glass eyes, vertically stitched 
black nose, fully jointed, replacement felt pads, faded, stuffing has shifted to limbs and neck, mohair is thinning in places, 
30"/76cm. NB: The vendor stated: "Big Ted" also known as "Edward Bear" started life in the 1950s when he lived in the 
Physiotherapy Department at T.U. ??. I found him in 1984 lying in the outside store (a 'porta-cabin' outside the department). He 
was in a sad state- it seemed that everyone had forgotten him and at first I gave him a patch for his missing eye. I later gave 
him two new glass eyes (the same size as his original one). 

 £30 - £40 
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173. "Pinky Bear", "China White" (Pinky's toy bear) and "Metro Panda" vintage teddy bears: Chiltern "Pinky Bear", musical 
teddy bear, British, 1950s / 1960s, pink mohair, replacement amber and black glass eyes, black plastic dog nose, fully jointed 
velveteen pads, card lined feet, black claw stitching, replacement music box, mohair faded and worn overall, nose is holed, Fair 
to Fair Plus, 15"/38cm; Shanghai Toys "China White", miniature white woollen teddy bear, with cloth label, embroidered eyes, 
black velveteen nose, cloth tongue, unjointed, Excellent, 4"/10cm; Chiltern "Metro Panda", label to side seam, black and white 
plush, amber and black plastic eyes upon vinyl backing, black plastic dog nose, unjointed, Good, 9.5"/24cm; (3). NB: The 
vendor stated: "Pinky Bear" was in a bad state when I found her- she had lost her eyes and her musical box no longer worked. 
(I also think that someone has given her a plastic nose in place of the stitched one she should have had.) I gave her new glass 
eyes and my mother made her dress from a wool hat. Later in the summer I found a working musical box for her. (July 1983) 

 £40 - £60 

174. Merrythought vintage panda bear nightdress case, British, 1939, with unusual white (embroidered in black) registered 
design label - REGD. DES. No. 833901, clear glass eyes with black pupils and remains of brown painted backs and white outer 
edges, black vertically stitched nose, unjointed, reverse cloth pads, Excellent, 16"/41cm long. NB: On Christmas Eve, 1938 
London Zoo had an arrival of five giant pandas. They were so popular that the British soft toy industry manufactured many 
panda bears. 

 £100 - £140 

175. Chad Valley "Ming" vintage panda bear, British, 1939, black and white mohair / wool plush, white label with blue 
embroidered HYGIENIC TOYS MADE IN ENGLAND BY CHAD VALLEY CO LTD to sole of right foot, there has been a square 
"Queen" label (removed) to left foot (there is evidence of stitch marks), amber and black glass eyes with white outer edges, 
inset wool plush muzzle, black horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, with tear drop shaped down-turned paw pads, 
inoperative press squeaker, some slight wear to mohair and felt pads, otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, 20"/51cm. NB: On 
Christmas Eve, 1938 London Zoo had an arrival of five giant pandas. They were so popular that the British soft toy industry 
manufactured many panda bears. The vendor stated: "Ming" is 20" tall, she is fully jointed, very well marked and made in black 
and white mohair which is in very good condition. She has glass eyes with white pieces at each side. Her eyes are the same as 
"Big Panda's" and they both have the same type of stitched nose. Ming's fur is however clipped shorter around her nose. 

 £100 - £200 

176. Chad Valley "Big Panda" vintage panda bear, British, 1939, black and white wool plush, white label with blue 
embroidered HYGIENIC TOYS MADE IN ENGLAND BY CHAD VALLEY CO LTD to upper right inside leg, amber and black 
glass eyes with white outer edges, black horizontally stitched nose, unjointed (arm stitching (where arms are attached to body) 
is loose), with tear drop shaped down-turned paw pads, inoperative press squeaker, wear overall to wool plush and felt pads, 
otherwise Good to Good Plus, 13"/51cm (seated). NB: On Christmas Eve, 1938 London Zoo had an arrival of five giant pandas. 
They were so popular that the British soft toy industry manufactured many panda bears. The vendor stated: Another family 
'bear' was "Big Panda". He belonged to my sister soon after the first baby Giant Panda "Ming" came to London Zoo in 1938. 
Heather would have been about 8 years old at the time. I was older and given a Beswick pottery panda. These must have been 
among the first panda toys and ornaments to be made in England. 

 £100 - £150 

177. Merrythought "Captain", long pile golden mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1930s, yellow celluloid button to shoulder 
(glued into position), white label embroidered in black MERRYTHOUGHT HYGIENIC TOYS MADE IN ENGLAND to sole of 
right foot, replacement amber and black glass eyes (glued into position), shaven muzzle, black vertically stitched nose with 
longer drop stitching to either side, fully jointed (left leg is sewn into position and arm joints have restricted movement), felt pads 
(some small holes), black webbed claw stitching to paw pads, black claw stitching to feet, inoperative press squeaker, mohair is 
thinning overall, with balding to torso and left arm, glue stain around button, Fair, 12"/31cm. NB: The vendor stated: "Captain" 
12" Long pile gold 'mohair' fur. Head and legs are still well covered- nose clipped. Body very worn and shows extensive repair 
(he may have been attacked by a dog before I got him). Head firmly stuffed and body filled with sawdust mixture when I got him 
from Mrs Bucas in 1979 he only had stitched eyes... He needs his red jersey to cover his thin and damaged body. 

 £60 - £80 
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178. Farnell "Jumble" golden mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1930s, amber and black glass eyes, shaven muzzle, black 
vertically stitched nose, fully jointed (left leg has restricted movement- sewn into position), inoperative replacement press 
squeaker, leatherette pads, mohair worn and faded overall, and balding especially to head, Fair to Fair Plus, 14"/36cm. NB: The 
vendor stated: "Jumble" 14" Faded and worn originally gold mohair fur. Long body and long arms, rather small head with long 
nose. Original glass eyes and embroidered nose. Slight hump. Head stuffed hard, body and limbs kapok filled. Hands curve 
forwards, leatherette pads.... He wears a blue flecked tweed jacket. "Jumble" was bought at the Tennis Club jumble sale held in 
the old St Georges Church Hall in John Street in October 1962. I bought him because I felt sorry for him and he had such a nice 
face. Mary Pugh said that he had been Stuart's bear (Stuart was then about 12). But on reflection I think he is older than that 
and may have been Mary's own bear, perhaps in the 1930s. 

 £60 - £100 

179. "Calvert", American vintage golden mohair teddy bear, c 1921, replacement amber and black glass eyes (right eye is 
loose), black horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, replacement felt pads, black claw stitching, inoperative tilt growler, mohair 
worn and faded, Good, 21"/53cm. NB: The vendor stated: "Calvert" 21" Fully jointed faded golden mohair fur. Long shaped 
black stitched nose. Replacement glass eyes (a little larger than originals). Felt pads (replaced) with 5 claws on each paw. He 
has a small hump. Non functioning voice box. He wears a finely knitted suit in light green and yellow and the purple ribbon tie 
he had for Christmas in 1974. His brooch is Misha, the official mascot of the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow. "Calvert" arrived 
for Christmas in 1974. He was a present from my friend Dorothy. She had him since 1921, so he was 53 years old. I replaced 
his eyes (his one remaining glass eye was smaller than the modern glass replacements). He lost his eye when he went onstage 
at the Priory Theatre Club some years previously. I also renewed his worn felt pads. His light green and yellow jersey was 
bought at the end of a Jumble sale- it is beautifully knitted but no one had wanted it (at North View). 

 £100 - £140 

180. Little Folk vintage teddy bear, brown with light brown frosted tip plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black plastic dog 
nose, close clipped muzzle, fully jointed, upholstery velvet pads, with locket to neck with photograph of teddy bear, Good to 
Good Plus, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £40 

181. Little Folk vintage teddy bear, brown / dark brown / light brown plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black plastic dog 
nose, close clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, card lined feet, with Little Folk pendant and chain, Good 
to Good Plus, wearing hand knitted waistcoat, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £40 

182. Little Folk vintage teddy bear, cream plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black plastic dog nose, close clipped muzzle, 
felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, card lined feet, with Little Folk pendant and chain, Good to Good Plus, wearing hand 
knitted waistcoat, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £40 

183. Little Folk vintage teddy bear, dark brown plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black plastic dog nose, close clipped 
muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, card lined feet, with Little Folk pendant and chain, Good to Good Plus, 
wearing hand knitted waistcoat, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £40 

184. Dean's Rag Book Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, brown / dark brown / light brown plush, amber and black plastic 
eyes, black vertically stitched nose, close clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, Good to Good Plus, 
wearing white cotton shirt with blue and red check print, fairisle sweater, black corduroy trousers, navy and purple lace-up 
shoes, 15"/38cm. 

 £60 - £80 

185. Little Folk Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, golden plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically nose, close 
clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, Good to Good Plus, wearing fairisle sweater (plus a spare sweater), 
12"/30cm. 

 £50 - £70 
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186. Little Folk Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, brown plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black horizontally nose, 
close clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads with card lined feet, Good to Good Plus, wearing yellow ochre 
sweater (plus a spare fairisle cardigan), tartan trousers, 9"/23cm. 

 £40 - £60 

187. Little Folk Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, white plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically nose, close 
clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, Good to Good Plus, wearing knitted sweater, woollen skirt, pink 
knitted knickers, white broderie anglaise underskirt, 15"/38cm. 

 £70 - £90 

188. Little Folk Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, beige plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically nose, close 
clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, Good to Good Plus, wearing knitted sweater, tartan skirt, pink cotton 
knickers, white broderie anglaise cotton petticoat, 18"/46cm. 

 £80 - £100 

189. Dean's Rag Book Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, brown / dark brown / light brown plush, amber and black plastic 
eyes, black vertically stitched nose, close clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, Good to Good Plus, 
wearing sweater, woollen skirt, white knickers, 18"/46cm. 

 £70 - £90 

190. Little Folk Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, brown / dark brown / light brown plush, amber and black plastic eyes, 
black vertically nose, close clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, Good to Good Plus, wearing fairisle 
sweater, white, blue and red cotton checked shirt, herringbone tweed trousers, pink cotton knickers, 18"/46cm. 

 £80 - £100 

191. Dean's Rag Book Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, grey / dark grey plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black 
vertically stitched nose, close clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, Good to Good Plus, wearing sweater, 
green and white gingham cotton shirt, blue corduroy trousers, carrying stick and tweed flat cap, 18"/46cm. 

 £70 - £90 

192. Little Folk Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, golden plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically nose, close 
clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, upholstery velvet pads, Good to Good Plus, wearing woollen cap, sweater, corduroy 
trousers, woollen ankle warmers, scarf, carrying stick, back pack and binoculars, 18"/46cm. 

 £80 - £100 

193. Little Folk Lakeland Bears "Phillipa" vintage teddy bear, golden plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black plastic dog 
nose, close clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, Good to Good Plus, wearing knitted jumper, tweed skirt, 
petticoats and white knickers, 18"/46cm. NB: Phillipa comes with four files containing large quantity of correspondence and 
photographs, many are from her friend "Langdale", including holidays in the Lake District, regular letters, Christmas cards, post 
cards and original photographs, etc; (qty). 

 £100 - £140 

194. Little Folk Lakeland Bears "Penelope" vintage teddy bear, golden plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically 
stitched nose, close clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, Good to Good Plus, wearing knitted jumper, 
tweed skirt, white cotton bloomers and knitted pants, 15"/38cm. NB: Penelope comes with two files containing quantity of 
correspondence and photographs, many are from her friend "Appleby", including Christmas and Easter cards, original 
photographs on holiday, post cards, etc; (qty). 

 £80 - £120 
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195. Little Folk Lakeland Bears "Wilfred" vintage teddy bear, golden plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black plastic dog 
nose, close clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, Good to Good Plus, wearing knitted jumper, blue and 
white gingham shirt, herringbone tweed trousers, tweed flat cap, 15"/38cm. NB: Wilfred comes with three files containing 
quantity of correspondence and original photographs, Christmas Cards, post cards, from Rosemary, Toddy, on holiday in the 
Lake District, etc; (qty). 

 £80 - £120 

196. Dean's Rag Book Marcus teddy bear, LE 52/1500, cinnamon mohair, brown and black plastic eyes, shaven muzzle, 
fully jointed, felt pads, wearing jumper, trousers and bow tie, carrying bag, Good to Good Plus, 22"/56cm. 

 £40 - £50 

197. Lakeland Bears, miscellaneous ephemera: A Bear's eye view of Lakeland Grasmere and Rydal by John and Wendy 
Phillips paperback book, signed Best Wishes John & Wendy Phillips; Lakeland Bears knitting patterns Beside Lake 
Windermere - Boat Sweater, Boy's Shorts and Girl's Elephant Sweater; 2 x photos of Lakeland Bears shop front; 5 x metal pin 
badges; 2 x Lakeland Bears Fudge empty cardboard packages; The Lakeland Bears Song (recorded onto TDK cassette tape); 
The Happy Rambler Number 5 Summer 1995 (Lakeland Bears Collectors' Club Magazine; 4 x Lakeland Bears post cards; file 
containing information and letters about Lakeland Bears and Wendy Boston bears; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

198. Quantity of hand knitted and other clothing and accessories, many suitable for Lakeland Bears, includes wicker picnic 
hamper, containing Merrythought miniature ceramic tea service, with two place settings and tablecloths; etc; Fair to Excellent; 
(qty). 

 £20 - £40 

199. Very large collection of clothing suitable mainly for larger scale dolls and teddy bears (does include some smaller 
scale), includes hand knitting and crochet, baby clothing, etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

200. Collection of crafting and other items, some are vintage: teddy bear kit; buttons (many are vintage); fabrics; linen 
printed cushion kits; Dean's Knock-About Toys L'Ours Teddy; fabrics; trimmings; girls' hand made clothing; leather and suede 
off-cuts and pieces; Loch Ness Monster Pin Cushion; oddments; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

201. Wooden chairs x seven, suitable for dolls and teddy bears: four high chairs, two foldable and a small red circular stool; 
Fair Plus to Good; tallest 30"/76cm and smallest 7"/18cm; (7). 

 £15 - £30 

202. Cane / wicker work chairs x eight, suitable for teddy bears / dolls, largest 23"/59cm and smallest 14"/36cm; Fair Plus to 
Good Plus; (8). 

 £10 - £20 

203. Four wooden chairs, a vinyl teddy bear motif stool and three wooden beds, suitable for teddy bears or dolls, Fair Plus 
to Good; largest 26"/66cm and smallest 6"/15cm; (8). 

 £10 - £20 

204. Four wooden chairs (one is a rocking chair), suitable for teddy bears or dolls, largest 24"/61cm and smallest 18"/46cm; 
Fair Plus to Good; (4). 

 £10 - £20 
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205. Five wooden chairs, two with rush-work seats, one is a tri-legged stool, suitable for teddy bears or dolls, largest 
24"/61cm and smallest 17"/43cm; Fair Plus to Good; (5). 

 £10 - £20 

206. Five upholstered chairs, suitable for teddy bears or dolls, includes three-piece suite; an arm chair and another; Fair 
Plus to Good; tallest 26"/66cm; (5). 

 £10 - £20 

207. Wooden upholstered rocking chair, suitable for teddy bears or dolls, Good to Good Plus, 29"/74cm. 

 £10 - £20 

208. Collection of five push-along plush animals, includes: (1) Nyleena white and brown dog; (2) Dean's/Gwentoys grey and 
white English Sheepdog; (3) Dean's /Gwentoys brown and white dog; (4) Blue Ribbon Playthings lamb; (5) golden horse, with 
vinyl tack; largest measures 24"/61cm and smallest 19"/48cm; Fair Plus to Good; (5). 

 £10 - £20 

209. Triang Lines Brothers push-along terrier dog on wheels, Irish, 1960s, remains of label to belly (faded), white and 
cinnamon mohair, amber and black plastic eyes, black plastic nose, mohair worn and balding in places, Fair to Fair Plus, with 
his navy coat, 20"/51cm. 

 £10 - £20 

210. Triang Lines Brothers push-along bear on wheels, Irish, 1960s, golden mohair, amber and black plastic eyes, remains 
of nose, mohair worn and balding in places, darned and repaired along top of back and head/ears, Fair to Fair Plus, with his 
brown woollen coat, 21"/53cm. 

 £10 - £30 

211. Collection of smaller scale wooden chairs and furniture, includes deck chair, wheelbarrows, bed, etc; suitable for 
smaller teddy bears and dolls, Fair Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £15 - £30 

212. Collection of wicker / cane / wooden furniture, suitable for bears and dolls, varying scales, Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

213. Collection of mainly modern doll's house furniture and miniatures, etc, includes: porcelain; wooden dressers; 
wooden- some are lacquered; Lundby; Epoch; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

214. Doll's house furniture, miniatures, etc, includes: Epoch; wooden; Sylvanian Families; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

215. Doll's house furniture, miniatures, etc: hard plastic treadle sewing machine; Bandai Maple Town Story fireplace; 
Lundby; Wells Brimtoy tinplate oven and sink; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

216. Doll's house furniture, miniatures, etc: tinplate fireplace; miniature embroidered sampler; wooden dressers; Colour Box 
resin miniatures; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 
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217. Collection of doll's house dolls, miniatures, etc; Sylvanian Families treadle sewing machine; babies in cradles; pair of 
tiny hard plastic babies within a cradle made from a walnut shell; hard plastic Santa Claus and his reindeer rattle; etc; Fair to 
Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

218. Schuco Talisman golden mohair vintage teddy bear, German, black metal bead eyes, black horizontally stitched nose, 
fully jointed, manufacturer's glue evident to base of chenille ears, Good to Good Plus, 2.5"/65mm. 

 £30 - £40 

219. Mattel The Littles Unfurnished Home dolls' house, with instructions; plus pair of Mattel Liddle Kiddle dolls and some 
diecast furniture; Fair to Good, unchecked for completeness; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

220. Wooden vintage dolls' house, opens at front to reveal five rooms on two storeys, tinplate windows and door, Fair to 
Good; 16"/41cm x 25"/64cm x 11"/28cm. 

 £20 - £40 

221. Wooden vintage dolls' house, opens at front to reveal five rooms on two storeys, tinplate windows and door, Fair to 
Good; 16"/41cm x 25"/64cm x 11"/28cm. 

 £20 - £40 

222. Wooden vintage dolls' house, opens at front to reveal four rooms on two storeys, Fair Plus to Good, 16.5"/42cm x 
13.5"/34cm x 9.5"/24cm. 

 £10 - £20 

223. Wooden vintage dolls' house, opens at front to reveal four rooms on two storeys, Fair Plus to Good, 16.5"/42cm x 
13.5"/34cm x 9.5"/24cm. 

 £10 - £20 

224. Small Wonder wooden shop, modern artist made dolls' house, by David J Walton, opens at front to reveal two storeys, 
Good Plus to Excellent, 23"/59cm x 12"/30cm x 14"/36cm. 

 £10 - £20 

225. Second Homes "Powys House", modern wooden artist made dolls' house, by J & J Selley, purchased in 1987, opens at 
front to reveal six rooms on two storeys, staircase to rear, Excellent, 31"/79cm x 16"/41cm x 15"/38cm. 

 £10 - £20 

226. "Windsor House", scratch built vintage wooden dolls' house, acquired 1981 (vendor states purchased from flea market, 
age approximately 1924), scale 1/2" to 1 foot, made as a replica of Queen Mary's dolls' house, opens to rear to reveal six rooms 
on four storeys, wired for light (untested), 18"/46cm x 16"/41cm x 11"/28cm. NB: comes with details of restoration and quantity 
of literature about the original house- Queen Mary's Dolls' House/Mary Stewart-Wilson, Raphael Tuck post card The Queen's 
Dolls' House; Souvenir Book The Queen's Dolls' House; etc. (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

227. Vintage wooden dolls' house, open at rear, with four rooms on two storeys, Fair Plus to Good; 20"/51cm x 18"/46cm x 
11.5"/29cm. 

 £10 - £30 
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228. Triang Lines Brothers No 50 vintage dolls' house, wooden and tinplate, opens at front to reveal four rooms on two 
storeys, wired for light (untested), Fair Plus to Good, 19"/48cm x 16"/41cm x 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £40 

229. Collection of six vintage dolls: (1) Armand Marseille bisque My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 351 / 
3K, blue weighted eyes, open mouth, five piece curved limb composition body, hairline cracks to rear of head, 12.5"/32cm; (2) 
Armand Marseille 990 composition doll, five piece jointed toddler body, 18"/46cm; (3) composition doll, 20"/51cm; (4) hard 
plastic doll, 8"/20cm; (5) & (6) pair of hand-made black stockinette cloth dolls, 9"/23cm; 

 £30 - £40 

230. Collection of vintage games, jigsaws, etc: Waddingtons Monopoly; Parker Bros Bingo or Beano; Minoru John Jaques & 
Son, London, Horse Racing Game, circa 1920, comprising: folded double printed Canvas playing Mat, miniature Race Horses 
with Jockeys by John Hill & Co. Incomplete, with Poor box; Waddy Stak-a-Stik; The Rhythmic Tap Dancers, turn on the radio 
and stage your own show, comprises cardboard figures with wooden feet and stage, boxed; boxed and loose wooden bricks, 
etc; boxed gyroscope; Arthur Mee's puzzles x 6- presented with Wonder Box; wooden bank, with oriental decorated top; 
draughts and chess; assorted puzzles; UPL Scats game; Find the Fault Evening Party Game; assorted playing cards- Snip 
Snap the Decimal currency game, Sooty, Happy Families, Lamport & Holt Line, Bestway Card Games and how to play them 
magazine, etc; Philmar Nursery Rhyme wooden jigsaw; Victory the Houses of Parliament and Westminster Bridge wood jigsaw; 
jigsaw blocks; unchecked for completeness; Poor to Good; (qty). 

 £40 - £50 

231. Hutchinson & Co Dennis Wheatley's INVASION vintage game, "Attack and Defence by Land, Sea and Air" (circa 
1938), comprising: 1 x board mounted full colour playing map measuring 25" x 26" when fully extended, 12 page rules booklet 
and quantity wooden playing pieces. This game being one of the first attempts to produce a strategic simulation game in 
England uses a map of Europe superimposed over which are fictional country and place names, designed by the famous author 
Dennis Wheatley in the late 1930s, some age wear to outer board surfaces and tears to counter box otherwise Good. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

232. Collection of Dolls' House related books, magazines and scrapbooks, etc: Books include: The Decorated Doll's House / 
J Ridley; English Dolls' Houses / V Greene; Collecting Dolls' Houses and Miniatures / N Earnshaw; Miniature Embroidery for the 
Victorian Dolls' House / P Warner; etc. Magazines include: Dolls' House World; The Home Miniaturist; International Dolls' 
House News; Dolls' House and Miniature Scene; Miniature Collector; etc. Dolls' House scrap books; Assorted manufacturers 
catalogues; Museum booklets; post cards; Thatched Cottage Sewing Box; Biggies Super Large Georgian House Model to make 
and colour; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £15 - £30 

233. Teddy Bear reference books, includes: A Collector's Guide to Teddy Bears / P Ford; Bear Land a Collection of over 
500 Teddy Bears / D Stratton; Teddy Bears a collectable history / K Martin (signed by the author); In Praise of Teddy Bears / 
Waring; Dean's of Yesterday / N Miller; The Teddy Bear Lover's Companion / T Menten; Collecting Teddy Bears / P Hebbs; 
Teddy Bear & Friends Price Guides; UK Teddy Bear Guides; Teddy Bears & Steiff Animals  / M Fox Mandel; A Hug of Teddy 
Bears / P Bull; The Teddy Bear Book / M Stanford and A O'Neill; Bear Memorabilia / Dee Hockenberry; The Teddy Bear Story / 
J Keyes; Teddy Bears / Picot; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £15 - £30 

234. Children's teddy bear related and other story books, includes: Great Expedition, the Bears' Seaside Adventure and 
others by Prue Theobalds; Little Bear Lost, Old Bear and his Friends, Hoot, Ruff, and others / Jane Hissey; Rupert; Winnie the 
Pooh; Paddington; Teddy Edward; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £15 - £25 

235. Children's teddy bear related story books and others: Rupert annuals; Rupert Adventure Book No 1; Teddy Edward; 
Paddington Bear; The Adventures of Plush and Tatty and others by Molly Brett; Sooty; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £15 - £30 
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236. Collection of teddy bear reference books: Teddy Bears: A Celebration / Hillier; Bear Photo Album / Hockenberry;  The 
Magic of Merrythought / Axe; Teddy Bears Past and Present / Mullins; Bears Repeating Stories Old Teddy bears Tell / Michaud 
(signed by the authors); Teddy Tales / Michaud; Collector's History of the Teddy Bear / Schoonmaker; Bears / Sue Pearson; 
etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

237. Doll and toy collecting related reference books, magazines, doll making books, etc: The Encyclopedia of Toys / 
Cadbury; A History of Toys  / Fraser; Pollock's Dictionary of English Dolls; Dolls / Desmonde; Pollock's History of Dolls and 
Toys; Antique Toys / White; Dolls and Dolls' Houses / Desmonde; International Toy & Doll Collector Magazine Issue 1 (1979); 
Care and Repair of Antique Dolls / Eaton; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £15 - £30 

238. Teddy Bear story and reference books: Peter Bull's Book of Teddy Bears; Bully Bear Goes to Hollywood / Bull; The 
Teddy Bear / Theobalds; My Circle of Bears and Ophelia's Adventure / Durkson Clise; Michael Bond's Book of Bears; Brown 
Paper Bear / Reed; The Father Christmas Letters / Tolkien; Little Grey Rabbit Makes Lace / Uttley; Winnie The Pooh / Milne; 
Superted paperbacks; Jane Hissey; A Tale From the Care Bears a Friend for Francis / Wills; The Night the Toys Came to Life / 
Wolf; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £15 

239. Craft books, magazines (mainly teddy bears and doll related) etc: Teddy Bear Making and Clothing- The Well Dressed 
Bear / Geraldine Thistlethwaite; Just Bears / Sue Quinn; How to Make and Sell Quality Teddy Bears / Michaud; Teddy Bear 
Craft Book; Teddy Bear Cut & Use Stencils / Menten, plus many more. Teddy Bear knitting and crochet patterns and others: 
Atlascraft Teddy Bears Pattern Pack Wendy Bear Essentials #589; Sirdar Teddy Bears Picnic #126; Patons Bazaar Time #172; 
Patons & Beehive Knitted Gifts and Toys #9073; Hobbie Toy Leaflet No 4 Smiley the Giant Golliwogg; Robin 848 the Flippity 
Flops; Cronit Homecraft Cat And Kitten 338; Bestway Baby Doll's Set 1527; Gloves and Mitts assorted patterns; Patons Best 
Dressed Bears Book 290; Dover Needlework Crocheting Teddy Bears; King Cole Joan Greenhowe Toys; Teddy Kits / Cross; 
etc. Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £15 - £30 

240. Teddy Bear magazines, calendars, posters, etc: Bear Collector; Hugglets Teddy Bear Magazine; The Wonderful World 
of Teddy Bears; Teddy Bear Times; Red Fox Jane Hissey Little Bear and Friends poster; Flower Fairy prints x 5, mounted; etc; 
Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

241. Dean's Club Reporter magazines (includes issue 1) - Autumn 1994, etc; Colour Box Collectors Club Collector 
reflections magazines, Dean's Collectors Club Cut-Out Doll Sheets - pack B Charlie Chaplin, Mignonne, Mr Golly and Charles 
and Diana (un-made up), catalogues and leaflets; The Dean's Times, catalogues and leaflets, greetings cards, post cards, etc; 
assorted calendars- Paddington, Jane Hissey's Old Bear, etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

242. Collection of post cards, mainly with teddy bear theme, some vintage (majority are modern), includes: Medici- Molly 
Brett, Helen Babington, Audrey Tarrant, Frank Endersby, Jane Gilder, Margaret Tempest; Good Bears of the World; Rupert; 
Teddy Bear Museum Stratford; Prue Theobalds; Athena; Bamforth Post Cards- Merry Message; Bethnall Green Museum of 
Childhood; Post a Photo (original photos of bears on holiday!); Mabel Lucy Atwell; M. Wilkie; Teddy Hermann; Hantel 
Miniatures; Stonegate Teddy Bears; Teddy Bears of Witney; Forever Friends; Lawson Wood Granpop (1945); Dancing 
Bear- Sab ku salam- dated 07; Tuck's My Dollies, dated AP1210; Valentine's Humorous; Tuck's Brumas the Baby Bear and her 
mother Ivy; Reality Card Who Made You Teddy?; Inter Art You'll be Sorry When I'm Gone; J Salmon Bear & Forbear; Lawson 
Wood- Mailing Novelty; vintage professional photographs; English Teddy Bear Co; Harrods; Asquiths; Perspectives 
Photographics; Irena Thompson Lytham St Anne's Toy & Teddy Museum; Ironbridge Gorge Museum; Teddy Tum Tum; 
Merrythought International Collectors; Dover Publications; Shapes; Winnie the Pooh; reproduction post cards- Hobby House 
Press USA; Teddy-Card Holland; Steiff; Oppel & Hess;  Busy Bears; Coll. Kiok Siem Nederlands; Kruger; etc; Fair to Excellent; 
(qty). 

 £20 - £30 
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243. Collection of Cullercoats scrapbooks comprising a collection of original letters, photographs, etc: File containing "Talks 
on Teddy Bears"; File containing correspondence from Merrythought and "Captain"; also details of a trip to the museum at 
Ironbridge. Letters included from Dean's Rag Book and Chad Valley. Four small notebooks cataloguing every bear the vendor 
purchased. Red File- Bears Register- listing 658 teddy bears with brief details of when and where purchased. Plus many more. 
NB: This collection represents a generation that wrote letters and kept every scrap of what was precious, in a post-war society 
brought up to "make do and mend". Pen friends opened up the world in a similar but far slower paced fashion than today's 
social internet networking. Many friends shared a passion for teddy bears. The gentle times past reflected in these scrap books, 
notes, letters and memories are a fascinating insight into relatively recent but bygone social history. NB Captain is within lot 
177. 

 £20 - £30 

244. The main Cullercoats scrapbook, detailing the life and times of the teddy bears whilst they spent decades with the 
vendors' aunt and grandma. Some of the bears have been retained by the family, whilst the majority are within the sale today. 
There are photographs and hand-written notes, detailing their travels and pastimes. There is a separate section on 
Pandas- they were favourites! NB: This collection represents a generation that wrote letters and kept every scrap of what was 
precious, in a post-war society brought up to "make do and mend". Pen friends opened up the world in a similar but far slower 
paced fashion than today's social internet networking. Many friends shared a passion for teddy bears. The gentle times past 
reflected in these scrap books, notes, letters and memories are a fascinating insight into relatively recent but bygone social 
history. 

 £20 - £40 

Dolls and Teddy Bears 

245. Steiff vintage teddy bear, German, circa 1910, button to left ear, black boot button eyes, remains of black nose 
stitching, fully jointed, pads are recovered, stuffing shifted and missing to neck and limbs, areas of darning and repair, chest is 
covered with a cotton patch, there are holes exposing excelsior stuffing, Poor Plus, in need of TLC, 13"/33cm. 

 £150 - £240 

246. Chad Valley Tango vintage Bonzo Dog on a tricycle, British, 1930s, red embroidered label to sole of left foot, MISSING 
button, airbrushed features, jointed at neck, velveteen unjointed body, buttons to chest and wrists, Rexine collar, black ribbon 
tie, black claw stitching, wearing felt cap, carrying Rexine bag, faded overall, and seated upon metal tricycle, legs appear to 
propel the bike when pulled along, tricycle's red paint is chipped some surface corrosion, Fair Plus to Good, 10"/26cm tall. 

 £200 - £300 

247. Schuco vintage Yes No Bellhop Monkey, felt face, amber and black glass eyes, stitched mouth, cinnamon mohair to 
head, hands and feet, replacement pads, integral red felt jacket and cap (recovered overall), black felt trousers (recovered), tail 
controls "Yes No" mechanism, fully jointed (left arm is now fixed), some moth damage, Poor Plus to Fair, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

248. Ernst Heubach bisque shoulder head doll, German, c1890, impressed H 4/0 H, blue weighted eyes (loose), open 
mouth, blonde wig, kid leather body (jointed at hip), lower bisque arms (thumb is missing from left hand), lower cotton legs are 
fragile and require repair, wearing peach rayon and lace dress, cotton undergarments, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

249. Omega vintage monkey tea cosy, British, 1920s, amber and black glass eyes, felt face, white mohair chin, jointed at 
neck, light brown mohair, felt ears, hands and feet, black cotton lining, Excellent to Excellent Plus condition, with very little wear, 
12"/30cm. 

 £100 - £200 
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250. Bing blonde mohair vintage teddy bear, German, 1920s, replacement black glass eyes, shaven muzzle, brown 
vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, brown claw stitching, pads are recovered, hump to back, mohair is worn and balding 
overall, front torso seam and other seams are restitched, lower right front torso is darned, wearing navy corduroy sailor collar, 
with The Life Boys brass badge, 19"/48cm. 

 £150 - £200 

251. Steiff Last Frontier Animals Bald Eagle, North American Exclusive Bird, white tag 667015, LE 1500, black embroidered 
bag, MISSING CERTIFICATE, with a pair of American flags, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 14"/35cm. 

 £60 - £80 

252. Dany-Baren Andrew artist designed teddy bear by Daniela-Rebekka Melse (Germany), OOAK, dated January 2018, 
brown sparse mohair, black glass eyes, vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed, felt pads, black claw stitching, complete with 
swing label certificate, in the style of an old bear and designed to have an aged appearance, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 
19"/48cm. 

 £140 - £160 

253. Gabrielle Designs vintage Paddington Bear, with luggage label, red Dunlop size 5 Wellington boots, navy duffle coat, 
red hat, felt is discoloured, otherwise Good; 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

254. Mohair and plush teddy bears, including artist designed, and books, etc: (1) - (3) Carol Ann's Teddys Thyme, Willow 
and Thistle artist designed teddy bears, blonde and golden mohair- Thistle is beige plush, each with swing label, largest 
18"/46cm and smallest 12"/30cm; (4) golden mohair bear, 17"/43cm; (5) battery operated double bass playing bear; (6) golf 
playing plush bear; (7) golden with tinsel fleck plush bear; (8) Santa's Best large plush battery operated bear; (9) - (11) three 
teddy bear related reference books, including The Ultimate Teddy Bear Book / Cockrill; battery operated items are untested, 
Fair to Excellent; (11). 

 £30 - £40 

255. Dean's Rag Book Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, with swing label and copy of Mr Walkright's Guide to Lakeland 
Bear Country map, brown / dark brown / light brown plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, close 
clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, wearing yellow ochre knitted sweater, check tweed trousers, tweed 
flat cap and scarf, yellow ochre knitted socks, size 4 wooden clogs, knapsack, carrying stick, slight discolouration to clothing 
otherwise Good to Good Plus, 18"/46cm. 

 £80 - £120 

256. Dean's Rag Book Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, with copy of Mr Walkright's Guide to Lakeland Bear Country 
map, brown / dark brown / light brown plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, close clipped muzzle, 
felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, wearing fairisle knitted sweater, rust corduroy trousers, tweed flat cap and scarf, 
pale blue knitted socks, size 4 wooden clogs, knapsack, carrying stick, slight discolouration to clothing otherwise Good to Good 
Plus, 18"/46cm. 

 £80 - £120 

257. Dean's Rag Book Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, with copy of Mr Walkright's Guide to Lakeland Bear Country 
map, golden plush, brown and black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, close clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully 
jointed, suedette pads, wearing fairisle knitted sweater, brown corduroy trousers, tweed flat cap and scarf, Red Mountain 
Method Cumbria waterproof, size 2 wooden clogs, knapsack, carrying stick, slight discolouration to clothing otherwise Good to 
Good Plus, 15"/38cm. 

 £70 - £90 

258. Steiff white muzzle bear replica 1908, white tag 406126 (0174-35), LE 6000, white mohair, certificate, Near Mint to 
Mint, within Fair to Good box, outer trade carton, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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259. Chad Valley Sooty vintage glove puppet, golden mohair, label to side seam; Bendy Toys Superted; Gordon the Gofer 
plush glove puppet; Good; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

260. Steiff UK and Ireland Exclusive Panda Bear, 2003, white tag 661013, LE 2000, black and white mohair, dusty 
otherwise Good Plus, MISSING certificate, Fair box, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

261. Steiff Millennium teddy bear (year 2000), white tag 670374, limited to production in 1999, golden wavy mohair, 
MISSING certificate, dusty otherwise Good, within Fair box, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

262. Steiff Centenary bear, white tag 670985, limited to year of production 2002, dark blonde wavy mohair teddy bear, 
wearing navy shot silk ribbon embroidered with metallic gold stitching, dusty otherwise Good, MISSING certificate, Fair box, 
17.25"/44cm. 

 £30 - £40 

263. Steiff Disney Showcase Goofy, LE, white tag 680106, with swing label certificate, dusty and discoloured otherwise 
Good, within Excellent box, outer trade carton, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

264. Steiff replica 1907 teddy bear, white tag 400506, limited edition of 1907, beige mohair teddy bear with inked colouring 
to surface to replicate ageing, chest tag, certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, wearing tweed waistcoat and hat, 17.5"/44cm. 

 £40 - £50 

265. Steiff African Elephant, LE 1500, made exclusively for The Discovery Channel/Animal Planet, white tag 665301, 
Excellent to Excellent Plus, complete with swing label certificate, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

266. Steiff Teddy Bear Christmas Caroller, white tag 037801, blonde mohair teddy bear wearing top hat and scarf carrying 
lantern on a pole and sheet music, with certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Fair Plus to Good box, 10.25"/26cm. 

 £40 - £50 

267. Elgie Bears Little Wilma, artist designed teddy bear by Sue Elgie, beige mohair with brown backing, black glass eyes, 
vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, with swing label certificate, Near Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £20 - £30 

268. Merrythought Farnell replica pair of teddy bears: (1) Harrods golden mohair, label to sole of foot, wearing cream knitted 
sleeveless pullover, 11"/28cm; (2) Panda bear, blonde and black mohair, LE 500, 10.5"/27cm; Good to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £20 - £30 

269. Merrythought pair of teddy bears: (1) Little Bear Lost, golden sparse mohair, LE 500, with swing label certificate, 
9.5"/24cm; (2) Shrewsbury, golden mohair, with swing labels, 12"/30cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £20 - £30 

270. Steiff UK and Ireland Exclusive Panda Bear, 2003, white tag 661013, LE 2000, black and white mohair, Excellent Plus 
to Near Mint, MISSING certificate and box, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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271. Steiff Edward Bear, white tag 661891, LE 1500, 2009, exclusive to the UK and Ireland, brass mohair (aged to resemble 
an old bear), his feet and paw pads are enhanced by air brushing, MISSING certificate and box, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

272. Steiff Teddy bear Schwartz, white tag 038150, limited edition of 3000, 2004, black alpaca teddy wearing red leather 
neck collar studded with elephant buttons, MISSING certificate and box, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £30 - £40 

273. Steiff and Hermann pair of teddy bears: (1) Steiff Snobby, yellow tag 028267, golden mohair, with chest tag and swing 
label, 13.75"/35cm; (2) Hermann Teddy Original Capricorn Zodiac bear, golden mohair, with obsidian gemstone, bald patch to 
neck, 11"/28cm; Good to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

274. Steiff Classic Teddybar 1906 replica, yellow tag 000102, golden mohair, with chest tag, centre seam, Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint, 12.75"/33cm. 

 £25 - £35 

275. Steiff QVC Year Bear 2015, white tag 664649, LE 1500, Swarovski crystal button within ear, and 2015 in Swarovski 
crystals on the right foot pad, golden mohair, with swing label, MISSING certificate and box, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
10.5"/27cm. 

 £30 - £40 

276. Gertie Wiggins Bears Miss Kitty Cat, artist designed cat, OOAK, golden mohair with dark brown backing, blue and 
black plastic eyes, shaven muzzle, stitched and lacquered nose, fully jointed, complete with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 
12"/31cm. 

 £30 - £40 

277. Robin Rive Countrylife Soldier Boy artist designed teddy bear, LE 128/400, blonde mohair, black plastic eyes, shaven 
muzzle, brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, to celebrate the 60th anniversary of peace in Europe, VE 
Day, at the end of World War II - 8 May 1945. Soldier Boy is named after a deep red rose of the same name and is dressed in a 
World War II jacket made of vintage, reclaimed, army uniform fabric, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

278. Charlie Bears Ayla teddy bear, CB171786A, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown boucle plush, with swing labels, 
Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

279. Charlie Bears Glamour Puss Siamese cat, CB 165113, designed by Alison Mills, cream, brown and beige plush, with 
swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 10.25"/26cm. 

 £25 - £35 

280. Charlie Bears Snowdrop cat, CB 175112A, designed by Alison Mills, white plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 
10.25"/26cm. 

 £25 - £35 

281. Charlie Bears Best Friends Club Year teddy bear 2017, CB 176030, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown plush, with 
swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £25 - £35 
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282. Charlie Bears Ayla teddy bear, CB171786A, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown boucle plush, with swing labels, 
Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

283. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Arthur teddy bear, 2018, SJ 5809A, LE 114/275, designed by Isabelle Lee, light 
brown mohair, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £60 - £80 

284. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Snuffbox teddy bear, 2018, SJ 5481, LE 329/400, designed by Isabelle Lee, light 
brown mohair with cinnamon tip, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £60 - £80 

285. Steiff Wizard of Oz Toto (Dorothy's Dog), white tag 682261, LE 1939, 2012, brown tipped mohair, within wicker basket 
within Near Mint to Mint, chest tag, certificate, and Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, outer trade carton, 4.25"/11cm. 

 £100 - £140 

286. Steiff Wizard of Oz Cowardly Lion teddy bear, white tag 682674, LE 1939, 2014, UK and North American Exclusive, 
blonde mohair, wearing courage medal, with swing label, certificate, Near Mint, with Good Plus box, 11"/28cm. 

 £100 - £140 

287. Steiff Wizard of Oz musical Dorothy teddy bear, white tag 681998, LE 1939, 2011, cream mohair, key wound integral 
music box plays Somewhere Over the Rainbow, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate and Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, outer 
trade carton, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £100 - £140 

288. Steiff Dolly teddy bear, white tag 038990, LE 1500, violet and cream mohair, descendant of a bear from 1913 designed 
in the American national colours for the US Presidential Election, second in the Little Giants series, Near Mint to Mint, with 
chest tag, certificate, Near Mint box with outer trade carton, 19.75"/50cm. 

 £80 - £100 

289. Steiff Mickey Mouse specially made for La Maison de Donaldson, white tag 657962, LE 2000, Belgian exclusive of the 
1928 original Mickey Mouse, complete with swing tag, certificate, Near Mint within Fair box with outer trade carton, 
13.75"/35cm. 

 £80 - £120 

290. Steiff Mickey & Minnie Mouse, Takara Limited Japan exclusive, white tag 652769, LE 3000, 1998, comprising Mickey & 
Minnie Mouse, black and white mohair, individually designed and dressed, celebrating the 70th Anniversary, Near Mint to Mint, 
complete with certificate, Good to Good Plus wooden presentation box (scratches to lid), each measuring 11"/28cm. 

 £120 - £140 

291. Steiff Teddy Baby Blue, white tag 037085, LE 600/1500, 2007, powder blue and white mohair, replica of a 1929 bear, 
from the "Little Giants" range, complete with chest tag, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent box, outer trade carton, 
19.75"/50cm. 

 £60 - £80 

292. Steiff Harrods Victorian Musical Bear, white tag 650680, LE 2000, 1993, dark grey mohair, with clockwork musical 
mechanism playing Rossini's "The Thieving Magpie", wearing brocade waistcoat and bow tie, complete with certificate, with 
swing label certificate, some discolouration to rear of waistcoat, otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, within Fair box, 15"/38cm. 

 £50 - £70 
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293. Charlie Bears Agnes teddy bear, CB 161618, designed by Isabelle Lee, shades of brown and grey plush, with swing 
label, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

294. Bo Bear Designs Kipling artist bear by Stacey Lee Terry, LE 10/30, 1993, blonde mohair, black glass eyes, black 
vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, with swing label certificate, Near Mint, 10"/26cm. 

 £30 - £40 

295. Butterfly Bears Evelyn artist designed teddy bear, by Louisa Shaw, dated 11 January 2017, OOAK, blonde mohair with 
dark brown backing, black glass eyes, black horizontally stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully wobble jointed, felt pads, with 
swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

296. Collection of vintage dolls: Palitoy Tiny Tears 16G; Pedigree Sindy; Mattel Barbie; Raggedy Ann; Poor to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

297. Collection of doll and toy reference books and auction catalogues: The following books are all by Florence Theriault: 
(1) The Way They Wore Doll Costumes and Accessories 1850-1925; (2) Pie in the Sky Cow over the Moon; (3) In Their Fashion 
Doll Costumes and Accessories 1850-1925; (4) What Dolls Wore Before Doll Costumes and Accessories 1850-1925; (5) Dolls: 
The Early Years 1780-1880; (6) A Long Walk Home; (7) The Trousseau of Blondinette Davranches A Huret Doll and her 
Wardrobe; (8) In the Palm of One's Hand Small Bisque Dolls 1877-1920; (9) Lady Dolls of the 19th Century and the costumes 
they wore; (10) J'aime ma Bluette; (11) 300 Impossible Things before Noon Antique Dolls and Toys. Other books include- (12) 
French Fashion Dolls by Mildred & Vernon Sealey; (13) Antique Children's Fashions 1880-1900 A Handbook for Doll 
Costumers by Hazel Ulseth & Helen Shannon; (14) German Porcelain Dolls 1936-2002 by Mary Gorham Krombholz; (15) The 
History and Art of Googlies by Anita Ladensack. Good to Excellent; (15). 

 £25 - £35 

298. Wendy Woo Creations artist designed teddy bears x three, by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Mack teddy bear, one in a series, 
brown mohair, amber and black glass eyes with white outers, black stitched nose, with swing label certificate, 9"/23cm; (2) 
Mabel teddy bear, one in a series, dark brown mohair, with swing label certificate, 9"/23cm; (3) Little Flower, one in a series, 
brown and cream mohair, 7.5"/19cm; with swing label certificates, Near Mint to Mint; (3). 

 £30 - £50 

299. Wendy Woo Creations pair of artist designed teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Clyde, one in a series of original 
bears, blonde mohair, black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 13"/33cm; (2) Sunny 
bunny rabbit, one in a series of original bears, golden mohair, amber and black glass eyes with white outers, fully jointed, with 
swing label certificate, 16"/41cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

300. Wendy Woo Creations Woo Woo (as I see myself), artist designed teddy bear by Wendy Edmiston, pink vintage 
Bri-Nylon, pink and black plastic sparkle eyes, grey stitched nose, beige inner ears, fully jointed, plush pads, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 21"/53cm. 

 £20 - £30 

301. Wendy Woo Creations Miss Plum, one in a series of original artist designed teddy bear by Wendy Edmiston, plum, 
dark brown and pink long pile plush, black plastic eyes mounted on white felt discs, mauve nose, pink inner ears, fully jointed, 
pink upholstery velvet pads, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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302. Wendy Woo Creations Berri-yan dragon, one in a series of fantasy creatures, artist designed by Wendy Edmiston, 
mauve with frosted tip / variegated purple / brown / black / grey plush, pink and black plastic sparkle eyes, pink stitched nose, 
felt dorsal spikes, fully jointed with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 32"/81cm long. NB: Berri-yan lives amongst the 
berry groves in Scotland. He has become the same colour as the berries he loves to eat. 

 £30 - £50 

303. Charlie Bears Kipling teddy bear, CB 124933, LE 1800, 2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, exclusive show special, grey 
with black tip and grey / black / brown plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £50 

304. Charlie Bears Lancelot, Plumo teddy bear, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face and ears is mohair), CB 124950, 2012-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey/brown long pile plush and grey 
mohair, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 22"/56cm. 

 £40 - £50 

305. Charlie Bears Cooper teddy bear, CB 104688, LE 2800, 2010-2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey / black / brown 
plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

306. Charlie Bears Shaun Panda Bear, CB 104719, 2010-2013, LE 2005, designed by Isabelle Lee, white and grey tipped in 
brown black plush, with swing labels, tag a little faded otherwise Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £50 

307. Charlie Bears Nutmeg teddy bear, CB 621329, 2012-2014, LE 1200, QVC Exclusive from the Secret Collection, 
designed by Isabelle Lee, white with brown tip and cinnamon with dark brown tip plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 
11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

308. Annette Himstedt Makimura, "a boy from Japan", The Barefoot Children vinyl artist doll, 1988, LE, complete with 
certificate, MISSING box, trousers are faded, otherwise Good to Good Plus, 30"/76cm. 

 £50 - £60 

309. Annette Himstedt Ayoka, "a girl from Africa", vinyl artist doll, from The Reflections of Youth Collection, 1989/90, LE to 
the two years of production, Good Plus to Excellent, complete with certificate, 26.5"/68cm. 

 £60 - £80 

310. Norah Wellings plus another similar modern artist doll: (1) Norah Wellings South Sea Islander Novelty Doll, British, 
1930s- discontinued by 1936, yellow on black stitched early label to nape of neck, velveteen moulded face with hand painted 
features, black mohair wig, jointed neck; velveteen upper body and limbs, wooden beaded legs and velveteen feet, felt skirt, 
cracks / wear to facial painting, faded in places, felt skirt missing some tassels, otherwise Good to Good Plus; 9"/23cm; (2) 
Wendy Woo Creations black velveteen artist doll, label to leg, put together using "an old face mask", painted features, black 
wig, jointed neck, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm; (2). 

 £35 - £45 

311. Collection of dolls, including Merrythought golly, vintage composition sailor doll, etc: (1) Merrythought golly, with swing 
label, 7"/18cm; (2) vintage composition Sailor doll, painted features, felt body, tag attached - "To Little Buttercup", 10"/25cm; (3) 
small felt golly, 6"/15cm; (4) "Winky" black vinyl doll, with lenticular eyes, 5"/13cm; (5) Eaglemoss Marvel Silver Surfer boxed 
figure; Good to Near Mint; (5). 

 £20 - £30 
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312. Armand Marseille pair of vintage bisque baby dolls: (1) Ellar oriental bisque "My Dream Baby" doll, 1920s, weighted 
brown eyes, closed mouth, composition five piece curved limb body, head is cracked from front to back, wearing long white 
work Christening gown, 12"/31cm; (2) Black bisque My Dream Baby, German, c 1926, impressed AM 341 / 2 / 0 K, weighted 
brown eyes, closed mouth, five piece composition body, wearing hand knitted outfit, hair is discoloured overall, 9.5"/24cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

313. Pair of vintage German bisque dolls: (1) Simon & Halbig bisque doll, German, c1892, impressed S H 1079-6 DEP, 
stamped in red to rear of head WIMPERN GESETEL GESC., weighted blue eyes, open mouth with four teeth, pierced ears, 
MISSING WIG- with modern pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, hairline cracks to rear of head, repair to right thumb, 
14"/36cm; (2) Ernst Heubach painted bisque doll, German, circa 1926, impressed 342 6 / 0, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, 
auburn wig and pate, five piece toddler composition body, little finger is missing on left hand, 12.5"/32cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

314. Five vintage bisque dolls, etc: (1) Schoenau & Hoffmeister Hanna bisque doll, German, impressed S* PB H Hanna 2 / 
0, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, auburn mohair wig, five piece curved limb composition body, 12"/30cm; (2) Armand 
Marseille 390, impressed 390 A 9 / 0 M, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, auburn wig and pate, five piece jointed composition 
body, 10"/26cm; (3) Heubach shoulder head doll, kid leather body, head extensively cracked and repaired, 15"/38cm; (4) PM 
914, cloth body, head cracked / repaired, 12"/30cm; (5) AM 390 head plus composition body; (6) British shoulder head, 
impressed BABY; (7) selection of vinyl limbs (suitable for reborns); (qty). 

 £40 - £60 

315. Child's upholstered vintage wooden chair and desk; Fair to Good, chair 17"/43cm tall; (2). 

 £5 - £10 

316. Silver Cross vintage twin doll's pram, finished in white, with black hoods and shopping bag, Fair Plus to Good, 
36"/92cm tall. 

 £30 - £40 

317. Wooden vintage Tudor style doll's house, open to four sides, with six rooms and central staircase to rear, Perspex 
windows, Perspex fitted bath and sink (with miniature drainage system- leading to exterior drain pipes), has been wired for light 
(untested), in period decor; Fair Plus to Good; 29"/74cm x 30"/76cm x 24"/61cm. 

 £30 - £50 

318. Mattel Barbie boxed dolls: (1) Peter Rabbit 100 Year Celebration #53872; (2) Beauty from Beauty and the Beast 
#24673; (3) Catwoman #B5838 (this doll has been out of the box); (4) NBA Miami Heat #20694; (5) NBA Nets #20726; (6) 
Applause Barbie Collector Doll #3406; (7) Children's Collector Series Rapunzel #13016; (8) Glam 'n Groom #26251; (9) Isla 
Filipina #48758; unchecked for completeness, some with storage damage, Fair to Near Mint; within Fair to Good Plus 
packaging; (9). 

 £50 - £70 

319. Mattel Barbie boxed dolls: (1) Nursery Rhyme Collection Barbie Had a Little Lamb #21740; (2) & (3) Glamorous Gala 
#B2722; (4) Victorian Ice Skater (doll has been out of packaging) #27431; (5) Avon Spring Petals #16746; (6) Avon Winter 
Rhapsody (doll has been out of packaging) #16353; (7) Avon Winter Rhapsody (doll has been out of packaging) #16353; (8) 
Avon Winter Splendour (doll has been out of packaging) #19357; (9) Barbie as the Snow Queen in Swan Lake #18509; (10) 
Avon Winter Rhapsody (doll has been out of packaging) #16353; unchecked for completeness, some with storage damage, Fair 
to Near Mint; within Fair to Good Plus packaging; (10). 

 £50 - £70 
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320. Mattel Barbie boxed dolls: (1) Barbie as the Sugar Plum Fairy in the Nutcracker #17056; (2) Peppermint Candy Cane 
from the Nutcracker #57578; (3) Marzipan in the Nutcracker #20851; (4) 1999 City Seasons Spring in Tokyo #19430; (5) City 
Seasons Autumn in Paris #19367; (6) Timeless Silhouette #29050; (7) Blushing Bride  (doll has been out of packaging) 
#26074; (8) City Seasons Summer in Rome #19431; (9) City Seasons Winter in Rome #22258; unchecked for completeness, 
some with storage damage, Fair to Near Mint; within Fair to Good Plus packaging; (9). 

 £50 - £70 

321. Mattel Barbie boxed dolls: (1) Designer Spotlight Katiana Jimenzez #B0836; (2) Jewel Jubilee #2366; (3) Winter 
Princess Collection Midnight Princess Barbie # 17780; (4) Classique Collection City Style Barbie #10149; (5) Celestial 
Collection Evening Star Princess #27690; (6) Perfectly Suited Barbie Millicent Roberts #17567; (7) Celestial Collection Morning 
Sun Princess #27688; unchecked for completeness, some with storage damage, Fair to Near Mint; within Fair to Good Plus 
packaging; (7). 

 £60 - £80 

322. Mattel Barbie boxed dolls: (1) The Great Eras Gibson Girl #3702; (2) Happy Holidays Gala 1994 #13545; (3) Starlight 
Fairy #52607; (4) Fifty Years Disney theme Parks Then and Now 1955-2005 #C6845; (5) Collector Edition Barbie 2000 #27409; 
(6) & (7) Music Fever Simone and Tori; (8) Masquerade Gala Venetian Opulence #24501; (9) Children's Charity Collection 
Charity Ball COTA #18979; (10) Birthday Barbie #11333; unchecked for completeness, some with storage damage, Fair to 
Near Mint; within Fair to Good Plus packaging; (10). 

 £60 - £80 

323. Mattel Barbie boxed dolls: (1) Birthday Barbie #18224; (2) Winter Fantasy #17249; (3) Birthday Barbie #13253; (4) 
Coca Cola Barbie #22831; (5) Batik Princess #C4558; (6) The Great Eras French Lady #16707; (7) The Great Eras Grecian 
Goddess #15005; (8) The Great Eras Gibson Girl #3702; (9) The Great Eras Egyptian Queen #11397; unchecked for 
completeness, some with storage damage, Fair to Near Mint; within Fair to Good Plus packaging; (9). 

 £60 - £90 

324. Mattel Barbie boxed dolls: (1) Holiday Celebration 2001 #50304; (2) Holiday Celebration 2002 #56209; (3) Millennium 
Princess #24154; (4) Happy Holidays Gala #1871; (5) Celebration Special 2000 Edition #28269; (6) The Great Eras Chinese 
Empress #16708; (7) The Great Eras Elizabethan Queen #12792; (8) The Great Eras Medieval Lady #12791; unchecked for 
completeness, some with storage damage, Fair to Near Mint; within Fair to Good Plus packaging; (8). 

 £60 - £80 

325. Mattel Barbie The Twilight Saga boxed figures: (1) Carlisle; (2) Emmett; Excellent Plus to Near Mint, in Fair Plus to 
Good boxes; (3) Summit The Twilight Saga New Moon The Movie Board Game, Mint, still factory sealed in plastic; (3). 

 £10 - £20 

326. Carlton Thunderbirds Supermarionettes x three: (1) Alan; (2) Virgil; (3) The Hood; Near Mint to Mint; within Fair Plus to 
Good packaging; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

327. Zwergnase Abigale vinyl artist doll by Nicole Marschollek-Menzner, from The Junior Collection 2017, hand painted 
face, auburn hair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, not wearing original clothing but does have extra three pairs of leggings 
and one pair of tights, Excellent Plus, 19.75"/50cm; plus a modern bisque clown; (2). 

 £80 - £120 

328. Ashton Drake Welcome Home Baby Emily, So Truly Real vinyl doll, the first doll created for the Loving Emily 
Collection, designed by Linda Webb, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate and Fair Plus to Good box, 20"/51cm. NB: The proceeds 
of this lot goes to Veterans at Ease Enterprise Ltd Company number 11108306 

 £20 - £30 
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329. Palitoy vintage Pippa's Bathroom Suite, boxed; plus Pippa's loose table and chairs, kitchen cabinet, fridge, sink, etc; 
Pedigree vintage Sindy China Cabinet, boxed; unchecked for completeness, Fair to Good; (qty). NB: The proceeds of this lot 
goes to Veterans at Ease Enterprise Ltd Company number 11108306 

 £20 - £30 

330. Collection of twelve modern bisque dolls, includes Classique Collection, Leonardo, Promenade Collection, 
Knightsbridge Collection, etc, some are boxed, Fair Plus to Near Mint. NB: The proceeds of this lot goes to Veterans at Ease 
Enterprise Ltd Company number 11108306 

 £5 - £10 

331. Palitoy Katie Kopycat, with instruction sheet and two pens, Fair Plus to Good, within Fair Plus box. NB: The proceeds 
of this lot goes to Veterans at Ease Enterprise Ltd Company number 11108306 

 £20 - £30 

332. SFBJ French bisque vintage doll, 1920s, impressed SFBJ 60 PARIS 7, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, auburn 
mohair wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, jointed at wrists, with original clothing- white cotton dress with blue 
edging, wearing cream silk and lace dress, silk petticoat, cotton and lace bonnet. Other clothing includes white work Christening 
robe, etc. With Fair original box- label to end FABRICATION PARISIENNE BEBE MERVEILLE COMPLETEMENT ARTICULE 
YEUX COIFFE CHEMISE MADE IN FRANCE, the inner lid has the remains of a label- Priere de couper et de  ....  le 
caoutchouc qui sort ... la bouche du Bebe, afin ... ouvement des ... eurs. 18"/46cm. NB: The proceeds of this lot goes to 
Veterans at Ease Enterprise Ltd Company number 11108306 

 £100 - £150 

333. Irwin for Mattel Barbie vintage coral pink Austin Healey open top sports car, American, 1962/63, #4718, still secured 
within original box, aqua 2-seat interior, silver tone steering wheel and dashboard, white wall tyres and silver tone hub caps, 
moveable wheels, Near Mint within Good to Good Plus box - some creasing to cellophane, creasing and small tear (sellotape 
repair) to box, 18"/46cm. 

 £200 - £300 

334. Irwin for Mattel Barbie vintage coral pink Austin Healey open top sports car, American, 1962/63, #4718, aqua 2-seat 
interior, silver tone steering wheel and dashboard, white wall tyres and silver tone hub caps, moveable wheels, slight tarnishing 
and rubs to silver tone finish, otherwise Excellent, 18"/46cm. 

 £60 - £90 

335. Mattel Barbie vintage Bubble Cut doll, 1961, "Barbie" body, brunette hair, painted brows, turquoise eyes, blue eyeliner, 
pale lips, white eye dots, rub to edge of left eyelid, Excellent, wearing Open Road #985, Red/grey/black striped slacks, khaki 
car coat with matching lining and toggle closure, short sleeved knit sweater, straw wide brimmed hat with red chiffon scarf, red 
rimmed blue sunglasses, cork wedgies with red uppers, car keys, holes to sweater otherwise mainly Excellent. 

 £50 - £70 

336. Mattel Barbie vintage Ken doll, 1964, c. 1960 by Mattel Inc, Hawthorne, Calif USA, blonde painted crew-cut hair, brown 
brows, bright blue eyes, coral lips, white eye dots, head and arms are slightly sticky, Good Plus, wearing Open Road #985, 
1961/62, khaki car coat with tartan lining, red cap, car keys. Loungin' Around 1964/67 print short sleeved shirt. Casuals #782 
1961/63 trousers, socks. Brown shoes. Mainly Good Plus to Excellent. 

 £40 - £50 

337. Mattel Barbie vintage Ken Carrying Case, 1962, with inner cardboard trays, small split to vinyl, otherwise Good to Good 
Plus; Whitman Barbie and Ken jigsaw puzzle, featuring Barbie and Ken with Austin Healey car, dated 1964, Excellent, 
complete, within Good box; five coat hangers; Walt Scarff Lilianne Hassenpfeffer Bunnies post card- includes Barbie's Austin 
Healey car; print of jigsaw, mounted on card; (qty). 

 £25 - £35 
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338. Barbie & Ken in the Austin Healey boxed novelties: (1) Enesco From Barbie With Love Let's Go To The Hop, plastic 
record player, Barbie and Ken twist atop revolving "45", whilst Midge looks on, musical key wound movement plays Let's Go to 
the Hop, operated by lifting player's arm and placing it on the record; (2) Enesco From Barbie With Love Barbie & Ken Senior 
Prom, ceramic Austin Healey convertible, 1963 Musical key wound movement- plays Notre Dame Victory March; (3) & (4) 
Telemania From Barbie With Love Clock Radio, authentic replica of Barbie's original 1962 Austin Healey convertible, AM/FM 
clock radio, alarm and digital clock; (5) Telemania From Barbie With Love Clock Radio (vendor states "1st edition with upside 
down bumpers), still sealed in box; Excellent to Mint, within Fair to Good packaging; (5). 

 £50 - £70 

339. Mobo (D Sebel & Co) Mobo tinplate rocking horse, British, 1950s, surface corrosion, rubber handle ends are chipped 
away, Good; 31"/79cm. 

 £25 - £35 

340. Wade set of five Nat West porcelain pigs: (1) Sir Nathaniel; (2) Lady Hilary; (3) Maxwell; (4) Annabel; (5) Woody; each 
with bung, Excellent; (5). 

 £20 - £30 

341. Wade set of five Nat West porcelain pigs: (1) Sir Nathaniel; (2) Lady Hilary; (3) Maxwell; (4) Annabel; (5) Woody; two 
with bung, Excellent; (5). 

 £20 - £30 

342. Wade set of five Nat West porcelain pigs: (1) Sir Nathaniel; (2) Lady Hilary; (3) Maxwell; (4) Annabel; (5) Woody; two 
with bung, Excellent; plus Disney 101 Dalmatians mug, Excellent, with Fair box; (6). 

 £20 - £30 

343. Collection of toys, including: Cabbage Patch Kids doll; Bendy Toys Rupert and Mickey Mouse; Disneyland Paris 
Mickey and Minnie Beanies; Optimum Daisy-type air stewardess doll; etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

344. Corinthian vintage Master Board Bagatelle Pinball table top game, 1920s / 1930s, as supplied to HM the King, HRH 
Prince of Wales and many members of the Royal family, with original wooden cue (some old wood worm), ten steel balls, Fair 
Plus to Good, within Fair original box. 

 £40 - £50 

345. Collection of Beano annuals: 1977- 1981, 1983- 1989, 1991- 2003, 2012; plus Beano book of Amazing Facts; Fair to 
Excellent; (27). 

 £10 - £20 

346. Walt Disney Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs vintage cotton plush rug, 1950s, with woollen fringe edge (some 
missing), otherwise Good, 44"/112cm x 60"/153cm. 

 £50 - £70 

347. Collection of vintage children's books, including: Rupert's Activity Book 2; George Best's Soccer Annual No 3; Daily 
Sketch Modern Girl's Annual; Princess Gift Book for Girls 1966; The Jack & Jill Games and Puzzles Book No 3; The Jack and 
Jill Book of Pantomimes; Sooty's sixth annual; The Star Book of Stories; Watch with Mother no 3; Dean's Premier Book for 
Girls; Woody Woodpecker Toy Book; Hawkeye and the Last of the Mohicans A Television Painting Book; plus others by Enid 
Blyton, CS Lewis, Paul White, etc; Poor to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 
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348. Collection of vintage games apparatus, includes: The International wooden tennis racquet, with press; various tennis 
balls; squash balls; golf balls; skipping rope; Mitre football; etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

349. Collection of vintage costume dolls- hard plastic, cloth, composition, etc; Fair to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

350. Steiff Minky plush monkey, yellow tag 061554, with chest tag, Excellent, 13"/33cm. 

 £10 - £20 

351. Kaycee Bears Lime Pickle dragon, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, OOAK, green plush, with orange felt horns, 
inner ears and dorsal fins, ultrasuede tail tip, recumbent, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate, 24"/61cm (nose to tip of 
tail). 

 £80 - £120 

352. Kaycee Bears Skyla dragon, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, OOAK, powder blue plush, with pink ultrasuede 
nose, horns and tail tip, pink felt inner ears, under wings and dorsal fins, recumbent, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label 
certificate, 18"/46cm (nose to tip of tail). 

 £80 - £100 

353. Kaycee Bears Shamrock dragon, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, OOAK, lime green / emerald green / white plush 
with tinsel aspects, white ultrasuede horns, white felt underwings, inner ears and dorsal fins, recumbent, Near Mint to Mint, with 
swing label certificate, 27"/69cm (nose to tip of tail). 

 £140 - £160 

354. Charlie Bears Templeton rat, CB 151576, 2015-2016, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey plush, with swing 
label, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £30 - £40 

355. Charlie Bears Anniversary Anna panda bear, CB 151561, 2015, LE 5000, designed by Isabelle Lee, celebrating 10 
years of Charlie Bears, light brown with beige tip and blonde with dark brown tip plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Near Mint 
to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

356. Charlie Bears Louie teddy bear, CB 131304, 2013-2015, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with golden tip 
golden plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint,18"/46cm. 

 £35 - £45 

357. Charlie Bears Liddy panda bear, CB 161648A, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and cinnamon/cream plush, with 
swing label, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 10"/25cm. 

 £30 - £40 

358. Charlie Bears Anniversary Isabelle, 10th Anniversary panda bear, produced for the 2015 Collectors Club, CB 151566, 
LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown and cream plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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359. Charlie Bears Anniversary Ross, 10th Anniversary panda bear, produced for the 2015 Collectors Club, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, CB 151563, 2015, LE 6000, cream and golden with dark brown tip plush, swing labels (signed by Charlie), carry 
bag, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

360. Charlie Bears Dick panda bear, CB 161648B, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, white and brown with white tipping 
plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

361. Charlie Bears Anniversary Mia, 10th Anniversary panda bear, produced for the 2015 Collectors Club, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, CB 151560, 2015, LE 3000, beige and brown mink plush, swing labels, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

362. Charlie Bears Edwin teddy bear, CB131298, 2013-2015, LE 1500, designed by Heather Lyell, cinnamon with black tip, 
with swing labels, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

363. Charlie Bears Evermore teddy bear, CB 161659A, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark blue with black tip plush, with 
swing label, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

364. Charlie Bears Quibble panda bear, Isabelle collection, SJ 5372, 2015, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 450, grey/brown 
and black mohair, Near Mint to Mint with swing label certificate, carry bag, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

365. Charlie Bears Anniversary Mr Chips Isabelle Collection long pile golden mohair teddy bear, 10th Anniversary 2015, 
produced especially for the 2015 Collector's Club, SJ 5474, LE 500, with carry bag and swing label certificate, Near Mint to 
Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

366. Charlie Bears Jack Dusty teddy bear, Isabelle collection, SJ 5266, 2013, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 450, grey/green 
with black tip mohair, brown muzzle and inner ears, Near Mint to Mint with swing label certificate, carry bag, 16"/41cm. 

 £60 - £70 

367. Charlie Bears Snuffbox teddy bear, Isabelle collection, SJ 5481, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 400, beige with 
brown tip mohair, Near Mint to Mint with swing label certificate, carry bag, 12"/30cm. 

 £50 - £60 

368. Charlie Bears Mrs Brown teddy bear, Isabelle collection, SJ 5539, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 450, made from 
a blend of dark brown and light brown alpaca and mohair, Near Mint to Mint with swing label certificate, carry bag, 13"/33cm. 

 £70 - £80 

369. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Daydreamer teddy bear, SJ 5459, 2016, LE 450, designed by Isabelle Lee, purple 
and pink long pile curly mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £50 - £70 
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370. Charlie Bears Anniversary Blueberry Muffin Isabelle Collection cream and grey with purple tip mohair panda bear, 10th 
Anniversary 2015, produced especially for the 2015 Collector's Club, SJ 5467, LE 500, with swing label certificate, carry bag, 
Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £80 - £120 

371. Merrythought Cheeky Classic golden mohair teddy bear, LE 58/117, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

372. Wendy Woo Creations pair of artist designed teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Echo, one in a series of original 
bears, ivory white mohair (made from an Edwardian mohair child's coat), amber and black glass eyes with white outers, pale 
yellow stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 21"/53cm; (2) Faery Beary, one in a series of original bears, grey 
upholstery velvet, black glass eyes, fully jointed, pink tulle wings, with swing label certificate, 5.25"/13cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

373. Tower Press Sooty's Pop Group vintage wooden jigsaw, Excellent, complete, within Fair box (drawings to inner lid). 

 £5 - £10 

374. Charlie Bears Charlie 2013 Hug No 5 Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on 
his face and ears is mohair), LE 4000, CB 131376, dark grey and beige with brown and cream flecked tipping plush and light 
brown mohair, with swing labels (a little faded and edges are creased), otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £50 

375. Charlie Bears Remember teddy bear, CB 159004S, 2015-2016, LE 1500, part of a mini series created to celebrate the 
tenth anniversary, blonde plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 

376. Charlie Bears Mulberry teddy bear, CB625109, 2012-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark plum with grey 
and brown tip long pile plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

377. Charlie Bears Asia Plumo ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is 
mohair) panda bear, CB 131364, 2013, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark brown plush with cream tip, mohair muzzle 
and inner ears, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with swing label, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £30 - £40 

378. Charlie Bears Yarris teddy bear, CB 131327, 2013-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and pale brown 
plush, wearing braided lace and cord collar with bell, with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

379. Charlie Bears Charlie 2012 Year Bear, Hug No 4, CB 124921, 2012-2013, LE 6000, Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this 
bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), grey with lighter tip plush and grey mohair, with 
swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

380. Charlie Bears Coco rabbit, CB 124979, 2012-2013, LE 1800, show special, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with 
frosted tip and cream plush, with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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381. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Woolley Pulley, CB631299, 2014-2015, LE 1400, designed by Heather Lyell, 
white plush, 12"/30cm (seated); (2) Pixel, CB141226B, 2014-2015, LE 1000, designed by Heather Lyell, black with white fleck 
long pile plush, 14"/36cm; Excellent to Near Mint, with swing labels; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

382. Charlie Bears pair of plush teddy bears: (1) Bashful, CB 141422, 2014-2015, LE 2500, designed by Isabelle Lee and 
Charlie, short-pile brown variegated plush, trapunto pads, 15.5"/40cm; (2) Tippeetoes, CB 159044S, 2015, LE 2100, designed 
by Heather Lyell, brown and golden plush, 17"/43cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with swing labels; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

383. Charlie Bears Dilly panda bear, CB 124946, 2012-2015, LE 3300, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2012, beige and light blue 
plush, MISSING SWING LABEL, otherwise Excellent, 15"/38cm 

 £30 - £40 

384. Charlie Bears Anniversary Mia, 10th Anniversary panda bear, produced for the 2015 Collectors Club, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, CB 151560, 2015, LE 3000, beige and brown mink plush, swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

385. Charlie Bears Padmin panda bear, CB124974, 2012-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige / 
grey and brown plush, with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

386. Charlie Bears Harrold teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, CB131325, 2013-2015, LE 2000, grey beige plush, with 
swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 17.5"/44cm. 

 £30 - £40 

387. Charlie Bears Elf QVC exclusive teddy bear, CB614919, 2011-2012, LE 950, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
"Gorgeous Giggler"- with open mouth, white and cream plush, wearing tie-dyed needlecord scarf and matching hat, with swing 
labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £50 - £70 

388. Charlie Bears Jumble Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face 
and ears is mohair), designed by Isabelle Lee, CB131360, 2013-2015, LE 2400, blonde / brown with cinnamon tip /  plush, 
muzzle and inner ears are blonde with brown tip mohair / alpaca, with swing label, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
19.5"/50cm. 

 £40 - £50 

389. Charlie Bears pair of plush teddy bears: (1) California, CB131319, 2013-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
black and brown plush, 19"/48cm; (2) Razzle Dazzle, CB 140034, 2014, LE 3000, designed by Heather Lyell, brown and 
emerald green long pile plush, 17"/43cm; Excellent to Near Mint, with swing labels; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

390. Charlie Bear Nimbus teddy bear, CB 141420, 2014-2015, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, Part of the 
Charlie Bears 2014 Part 1 Collection, frosted brown and cream plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

391. Charlie Bears Graeme brown grizzly bear, CB 104698, 2010-2013, LE 2327, designed by Isabelle Lee and William, 
from the 2010 collection, fur is a mixture of shades of brown, with a white muzzle and bib, paw pads are sculpted and shaded to 
represent individual toes, complete with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 21"/53cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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392. Charlie Bears Hogmanay teddy bear, QVC Exclusive, CB 621324, LE 600, 2012-2015, designed by Isabelle Lee and 
Charlie, brown with darker brown tip plush, with swing labels, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 19.5"/50cm. 

 £50 - £70 

393. Charlie Bears Santa Paws QVC exclusive teddy bear, CB 621390, 2012-2014, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee and 
Charlie, beige plush, with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; 20"/51cm. 

 £60 - £80 

394. Charlie Bears pair of plush teddy bears: (1) Louie, CB131304, 2013-2015, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown 
with golden tip golden plush, 18"/46cm; (2) Jooles, CB193804B, 2009-2013, LE 3000, brown with cream tip plush, 10"/25cm; 
Excellent to Excellent Plus, with swing labels; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

395. Charlie Bears original Diesel teddy bear, CB 093854B, 2009-2011, LE 5500, co-designed by Isabelle Lee and William, 
beige, cream and brown plush, with swing label (faded), otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus, with carry bag, 17"/43cm. 

 £50 - £70 

396. Charlie Bears Tony teddy bear, CB 114828, 2011-2014, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee, shades of brown and 
cream variegated plush, with swing label and carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £40 - £50 

397. Charlie Bears Anniversary Slothy Joe teddy bear, CB 151558, LE 2000, 2015, produced for the CB Best Friends Club, 
designed by Isabelle Lee, black, cream and white plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

398. Charlie Bears Guy teddy bear, CB125003, 2012-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, shades of brown and 
blonde variegated plush, with swing label and carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £50 

399. Charlie Bears Paris panda bear, CB 124973, 2012-2014, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige and 
grey curly plush, with swing label, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 19"/49cm. 

 £40 - £50 

400. Charlie Bears Willis teddy bear, CB 104707, 2010-2013, LE 1896, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, with 
magnets in his paws, grey with dark grey tip plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

401. Charlie Bears Charlie 2015 Year Bear, Hug No 7, CB 151519, 2015-2016, LE 4000, grey plush with black and white 
stripe, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

402. Charlie Bears 2010 Year Bear, Hug No 2, CB 104041, Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and 
part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), beige plush and mohair, with swing label certificates, Excellent to 
Excellent Plus, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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403. Charlie Bears 2016 Year Bear, Hug Number 8, CB 161682, LE 4000, Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part 
mohair and part plush- the detail on his face is cream alpaca), beige / cream plush, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

404. Charlie Bears Howard teddy bear, CB 625632, 2012-2014, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, cinnamon with blonde 
tip long pile plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

405. Charlie Bears Charlie 2012 Year Bear, Hug No 4, CB 124921, 2012-2013, LE 6000, Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this 
bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), grey with lighter tip plush and grey mohair, with 
swing label certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

406. Charlie Bears Galaxy teddy bear, CB159027S, 2015, LE 1800, designed by Heather Lyell, black, brown and beige long 
pile plush, with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £25 - £35 

407. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Gladrags teddy bear 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, SJ 5417, LE 500, dusky pink 
mohair and pale pink and beige alpaca, with swing label certificate and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £80 - £100 

408. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Nuzzle teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, SJ 5219, LE 150/450, 2013, blonde with 
brown tip mohair, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £50 - £70 

409. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Jim Jams large teddy bear, SJ 5040, LE 350, 2012, shades of grey with brown tip 
mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 22"/56cm. 

 £100 - £140 

410. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection 10th Anniversary Masterpiece Moon Bear large teddy bear, SJ 5462, LE 400, 2015, 
brown with dark brown tip and blonde mixed mohair and alpaca, with swing label certificate, free standing upon his flat card 
lined feet, Near Mint to Mint, 22.5"/57cm. 

 £150 - £200 

411. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Selwyn teddy bear, SJ 5178, 2016, LE 450, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown and 
blonde alpaca / mohair, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £80 - £100 

412. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Cosy Toes teddy bear, SJ 5390, 2015, LE 400, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark green 
and brown mohair, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £100 - £140 

413. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Fitzroy panda bear, SJ 5260, 2013, LE 42/350, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark green 
and pale green mohair, beige alpaca muzzle, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 19.5"/50cm. 

 £100 - £120 

414. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Vera teddy bear, SJ 5346, 2016, LE 400, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale green 
mohair with blue tip, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 17"/47cm. 

 £80 - £120 
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415. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Josephine teddy bear, SJ 4569, Autumn 2009, LE 105/250, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
golden curly mohair, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £80 - £120 

416. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Watson teddy bear, SJ 5123, 2012, LE 246/250, designed by Isabelle Lee, black 
mohair with brown tip, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 21"/53cm. 

 £100 - £120 

417. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Gorgonzola teddy bear, SJ 5402, 2016, LE 400, designed by Isabelle Lee, mix of 
silvery grey and cream mohair and alpaca, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £100 - £130 

418. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Blanket teddy bear, SJ 5377, 2015, LE 350, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown and 
cinnamon mohair, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £100 - £140 

419. Steiff and Hermann teddy bears: (1) Steiff Pedrolino miniature teddy bear ornament, white tag 034527, LE 1500, 2014, 
white silk plush, with black accents and a Pierrot clown style face, swing label, Mint with certificate, Excellent box, 4"/10cm; (2) 
Hermann Teddy Original UK Bear 2008 LE23/250, musical key wound movement, beige mohair teddy bear, with swing label, 
Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

420. Kaycee Bears Nimbus artist designed teddy bear by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 33/50, white plush with dark brown tip, 
with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

421. Kaycee Bears Manhattan artist designed teddy bear by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 23/100, grey plush with white / beige 
tip, with swing label certificate, signed Manhattan x on the left foot pad, Excellent, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

422. Kaycee Bears Thyme artist designed bunny rabbit by Kelsey Cunningham, grey / brown plush, with swing label 
certificate, Excellent, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

423. Treasured Teddies Jester teddy bear, artist designed by Debbie Edwards, blonde mohair, black glass eyes, black 
vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, black claw stitching, with integral green / dusky pink artificial silk clothing and 
cap, carrying jester's stick (teddy bear head is a miniature version of himself), Excellent, 15"/38cm. 

 £25 - £35 

424. Sarah's Bears of Cambridge, pair of artist designed teddy bears, by Sarah Cox: (1) Argent, a special 25th anniversary 
OOAK, brown with frosted tip mohair, black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, velveteen 
pads, black claw stitching, tilt growler, with swing label certificate, 18"/46cm; (2) Victor, golden mohair, OOAK, blue and black 
plastic eyes, brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, velveteen pads, brown claw stitching, with swing label certificate, 
13"/33cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

425. Collection of plush teddy bears and clothing, includes: Hamleys recumbent battery operated bear; Bear Factory; 
Channel Island Toys; Gund Classic Pooh; Andrex Puppy nightdress case; Build-a-Bear clothing- quantity (including Sketchers 
shoes, hats, scarves, accessories, etc); Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £15 - £30 
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426. Ninie-Bears Sir Toby jester teddy bear, artist designed by Genine Allan, OOAK, golden mohair, black plastic eyes, 
black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, two-tone violet and aqua blue mohair body and cap, Excellent to Excellent Plus, with 
swing label certificate, 10.5"/27cm. 

 £20 - £30 

427. Dean's Rag Book Sam Smith teddy bear, Artist Showcase by Jill Baxter, LE 500, orange mohair, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

428. Dean's Rag Book Lonesome teddy bear, Artist Showcase by Jill Baxter, LE1 500, golden mohair, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

429. Dean's Rag Book Caramel teddy bear, Artist Showcase by Janet Clark, LE 500, caramel mohair, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

430. Dean's Rag Book Paddy teddy bear, Artist Showcase by Frank Webster (Charnwood Bears), LE 1000, beige mohair, 
with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

431. Dean's Rag Book, collection of six limited edition teddy bears: (1) Cousin William, LE 2000, brown mohair, 11"/28cm; 
(2) Simon Smith, LE 500, blonde mohair, 10"/26cm; (3) Ringlet, golden mohair, LE 500, 10.5"/27cm; (4) Penny, brass mohair, 
LE 13/75, 11"/28cm; (5) Harry, dark blonde mohair, LE 1500, 8.5"/22cm; (6) Susie, brown mohair, LE 23/120, 11"/28cm; with 
swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (6). 

 £40 - £60 

432. Dean's Rag Book, collection of five limited edition teddy bears: (1) Mr Ramsbottom, blonde mohair, LE 300, 14"/36cm; 
(2) Albert, golden mohair, LE 500, 14"/36cm; (3) Hardwick, brass mohair, LE 1000, 15"/38cm; (4) Mr Frost, blonde mohair, LE 
10/200, 12"/30cm; (5) Freebie, golden mohair, LE 1000, 9.5"/24cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; 
(5). 

 £40 - £50 

433. Dean's Rag Book, collection of four limited edition teddy bears: (1) Tangerine, orange mohair, LE 68/80, 13"/33cm; (2) 
Peter Purple, purple mohair, LE 18/75, 14"/36cm; (3) Luke, cream mohair, LE 2/50, 13"/33cm; (4) Walter, golden mohair, LE 
1500, 14.5"/37cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (4). 

 £30 - £50 

434. Dean's Rag Book, collection of four limited edition teddy bears: (1) Winston, golden mohair, LE 2/100, 14"/36cm; (2) 
Danny, blonde mohair, LE 2000, 12"/30cm; (3) Mr Harris, golden mohair, LE 6/300, 13.5"/34cm; (4) Mr Brown, brown mohair, 
LE 5/250, 14"/36cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (4). 

 £30 - £50 

435. Dean's Rag Book, collection of five limited edition teddy bears: (1) Daisy, blonde mohair, LE 2000, 12"/30cm; (2) 
Hamish, golden mohair, LE 1000, 15"/38cm; (3) Llewelyn, grey mohair, LE 200, 10.5"/27cm; (4) George, brass mohair, LE 
3000, 9"/23cm; (5) Tiny Tim, blonde mohair, LE 19/200, 8"/20cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (5). 

 £30 - £50 
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436. Dean's Rag Book Son of Nigel replica 1930 teddy bear, LE 2000, golden mohair, with swing label certificate, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £30 

437. Dean's Rag Book Big Ben teddy bear, Artist Showcase by Stefanie Thomas, LE 500, golden mohair, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

438. Dean's Rag Book Sarah teddy bear, Artist Showcase by Leontine Craane (Holland), LE 1000, brown mohair, with 
swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £30 - £40 

439. Dean's Rag Book Membership teddy bears x nine: Snowdrop Silver Membership 1998; Hector 1994; Herbert 1995; 
Humphrey 1996; Horace 1997; Hobson 1999; Hardy 2000; Hugo 2001; Hudson 2002; Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with swing 
label certificates (Snowdrop comes with paper certificate); smallest 10"/26cm and largest 13"/33cm; (9). 

 £60 - £80 

440. Dean's Rag Book Membership teddy bears x eleven: Snowflake Silver Society 1999; Horatio 2005; Hieronymous 2006; 
Hogarth 2007; Hunter 2008; Harris 2009; Hamilton 2011; Harry 2012; Hogan 2013; Hereward 2014; Hubert 2015; smallest 
9"/23cm and largest 15"/38cm; (11). 

 £70 - £90 

441. Steiff Original mask face teddy bear, yellow tag 0206/26, brown mohair, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 9"/23cm. 

 £20 - £30 

442. Steiff twenty-one plush animals: Cosy Starly duck yellow tag 5382/12; Kuschel duck yellow tag 6212/20; Jolanthe pig 
yellow tag 3810/17; Suggy pig yellow tag 1525/08; Cosy Schnecke snail yellow tag 094880; Wittie owl yellow tag 1550/12; 
Frederic goose yellow tag 6205/14; Gaty alligator yellow tag 1463/18; Resi calf yellow tag 1524/12; Molly Kroko crocodile yellow 
tag 0430/50; Mini Cosy Schildkroete turtle yellow tag 5596/14; Possy squirrel yellow tag 1466/12; Nosy rhinoceros yellow tag 
1456/09; Olly seal yellow tag 1473/09; Clippy dolphin yellow tag 1472/07; Peggy penguin yellow tag 2505/12; Waggi duck 
yellow tag 3242/16; Snucki moorland sheep yellow tag 1520/11; Joggi hedgehog yellow tag 1675/12; Tucky toucan yellow tag 
2560/20; Kango kangaroo yellow tag 1448/13; majority with card chest tags; Excellent to Near Mint; (21). 

 £60 - £80 

443. Jeffles Bears "Otis" chocolate brown and beige alpaca artist teddy bear, OOAK, black glass eyes seated on white felt 
discs, brown stitched nose, inset muzzle, sculpted paw pads and feet, swing certificate to chest, some patches of wear / small 
area of hair loss to rear- right lower torso, Good Plus, 19.5"/50cm. 

 £40 - £60 

444. Teddy Bears of Witney Mascot Bears (set of three with pincushion) Old Witney Favourite miniature teddy bears, LE 
250; replicas of the mascot bears - circa 1915 in the Teddy Bears of Witney Museum. Little is known about the earliest bears 
made in 1908 by J K Farnell. The company's tiny jointed bears, made six or seven years later, are well recorded. They were 
popular with British soldiers, many of whom took them into battle as mascots in the Great War. They were available in blonde 
mohair, as well as patriotic red, white and blue. Old mascot bears (often called "soldier bears") are now much sought after by 
collectors. The three primitive circa 1915 Mascot Bears in the Teddy Bears of Witney museum were bought at Christie's in 
December 1994. This set, from the 2008 catalogue, comprises three mohair bears in red, white and blue, with amber and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose, fully jointed, aged to resemble old bears, each with chest tag plus one certificate. They come 
with a hand embroidered Union Jack pincushion, certificate and the original box. Near Mint to Mint, 4"/10cm. 

 £100 - £150 
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445. Pair of vintage dolls: (1) hard plastic teenage doll, 1950s / 1960s, blue flirty eyes, blonde wig, five piece jointed body, 
wearing hand-made outfit- woollen blue floral print dress, black nylon all-in-one, navy woollen coat (with navy floral lining and 
matching scarf), Good, 19"/48cm; (2) Seyfarth and Reinhardt composition baby doll, German, 1920s, flirty brown eyes, open 
mouth with tremble tongue, cloth body with composition limbs, lower legs are damaged and repaired with tape and sticking 
plasters, fingers/hands cracked and chipped, wearing hand knitted outfit, Fair, 21"/53cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

446. Chiltern Hugmee vintage golden mohair teddy bear, British, 1940s, amber and black glass eyes, black vertically 
stitched nose, fully jointed, Rexine pads, black claw stitching, original ribbon to chest, mohair loss and areas of baldness in 
particular to lower limbs, Good, 17"/47cm. 

 £40 - £50 

447. Collection of doll reference books, includes: Collection Dolls / Earnshaw; China, Parian and Bisque Dolls / Richter; The 
History of Wax Dolls / Hillier; Dolls A Collectors' Guide / Bristol; Blue Books; Millers Collectables Guides; etc; Fair to Excellent; 
(qty). 

 £10 - £20 

448. Collection of Horst Poestgens, Christies and other toy auction catalogues; plus magazines- The Teddy Bear and 
Friends, etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

449. Collection of mainly Teddy Bear related trade catalogues and literature: Teddy Bears of Witney 1998, 2000 and 2007 
catalogues; Steiff Club literature and catalogues; Hugglets Guide; The Doll Artisan; Robin Rive 2001; Sue Pearson 2006; UK 
Teddy Bear Guide; etc; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

450. Collection of plush teddy bears, including: Steiff Petsy, yellow tag 0230/28, with chest tag, golden and beige plush, 
9"/23cm; Hermann Teddy 2000, golden plush, with swing label, 13.5"/34cm; Bransgore Bears, brown plush, 10"/26cm; Aurora, 
AA Soft Toys; Chad Valley; Russ etc; Good to Excellent; (10). 

 £20 - £30 

451. Collection of vintage dolls: Pedigree Sindy x two; Peggy Nisbet and other composition, hard plastic and vinyl costume 
dolls; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £25 - £35 

452. Pair golden mohair teddy bears: (1) Dean's Rag Book, label to side seam, 14"/36cm; (2) Big Softies, 12"/30cm; Good 
to Excellent; (2). 

 £15 - £25 

453. Pair of Steiff Teddy Bears: (1) 1909 Classic teddy bear replica, Yellow tag 000505, golden mohair, with tilt growler, 
card chest tag, swing labels, 13.75"/35cm; (2) 1905 Classic Richard Steiff teddy bear replica, yellow tag 001727, blonde mohair, 
chest tag and swing labels, 10"/25cm; Good Plus to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

454. Children's books and teddy bear reference books, etc, includes: vintage Pixie Books; Odhams Magic Roundabout Mini 
Books; 100 Years of the Teddy Bear / Pfeiffer; The Teddy Bear Lover's Companion / Menten; Advertising Art of Steiff Teddy 
Bears and Playthings / Ayers and Harrison; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 
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455. Vintage dolls and other toys: Pedigree Sindy and Patch, wardrobe and some home-made clothing; Pelham Puppets 
Girl, junior range, boxed; Franklin Mint modern bisque doll, boxed; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £25 - £35 

456. Steiff Sterling The Archive Bear, North American Exclusive, white tag 668548, LE 1500, 2006, grey mohair, complete 
with chest tag, certificate, black embroidered drawstring bag, small DEFECT- 4mm diameter circular indentation to right foot 
pad (does not go right through the felt PLEASE SEE PHOTOGRAPH), otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 28"/71cm. 

 £100 - £120 

457. Charlie Bears Mohair Freddy teddy bear, CBM 073582, LE 47/50, 2007, designed by Heather Lyell, golden mohair, 
with just fifty bears ever made, Freddy was the smallest limited edition run in the Charlie Bears Mohair collection, with swing 
label certificate and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. NB Freddy was the seventh bear in the Charlie Bears Mohair 
Collection, which came about after pleas from collectors to create a Charlie Bear Mohair range. Eleven Bears were made in this 
range from 2006 to 2007. Alfie, Bartholomew, Dylan, Humphrey, Jude and Tyler in 2006; then Freddy, Harrison, James, Logan 
and Louis in 2007. 

 £200 - £220 

458. Steiff 1909 replica golden mohair teddy bear, yellow tag 0165/51, 1980s, missing swing label and neck ribbon, 
otherwise Near Mint, 20"/51cm; together with 1987 Steiff Product Range brochure and leaflet; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

459. Steiff British Collectors Replica 1908 teddy bear, white tag 406072, LE 3000 pieces exclusive to the UK, dark golden 
mohair, 1994, chest tag, with certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, outer trade carton, 16"/40cm. 

 £40 - £60 

460. Steiff British Collectors replica 1912 Titanic teddy bear,1989, white tag 406829, black mohair, LE 3000, chest tag, 
certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent box, outer trade carton, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £60 

461. Steiff British Collectors replica 1906 teddy bear, white tag 406096, limited edition of 3000 exclusive to the UK, 1990, 
blonde mohair teddy, chest tag, certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, in Excellent box, outer trade carton, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £60 

462. Steiff Somersault Teddy replica bear (Purzelbar-1909 replica), gold mohair bear, 1990, white tag 406553, LE 5000, 
complete with chest tag (detached but present), certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, within Excellent clear plastic front box, 
outer trade carton, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £40 - £60 

463. Steiff Dicky Bear replica 1930, white tag 0172/32, limited edition of 20,000, dark blonde mohair teddy with airbrushed 
detailing, Excellent to Excellent Plus, with chest tag, certificate and Good Plus to Excellent box, 12"/32cm. 

 £30 - £40 

464. Steiff Teddy Bears of Witney Alfonzo 1908 replica teddy bear, 1990, white tag 406195, LE 36/5000, complete with 
certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, in Excellent to Excellent Plus clear plastic front box, with outer trade carton, 
13.75"/35cm. 

 £140 - £160 
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465. Steiff British Collectors brown mohair tipped teddy bear, white tag 654404, LE 3000 exclusive to the UK, 1995, chest 
tag, certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, within Excellent Plus box, outer trade carton, 14"/35cm; together with Steiff 1995 
Replicas catalogue and three x The Bears are on the Loose stickers; (5). 

 £40 - £50 

466. Steiff British Collectors replica 1911 teddy bear, white tag 406645, limited edition of 3000, 1992, winter white distressed 
mohair, chest tag, certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, within Good to Good Plus box, outer trade carton, 16.5"/42cm. 

 £40 - £50 

467. Steiff British Collectors 1907 replica teddy bear, white tag 406065, dark brown mohair, 1993, LE 3000, with chest tag 
and certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, in Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, with outer trade carton, 23.5"/60cm; together with 
1995 Replicas catalogue; (2). 

 £50 - £70 

468. Charlie Bears Bear Studio Isabelle Collection Melody panda bear, LE 2/200, SJ 3696, 2007, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
blonde and dusky pink with darker tip mohair, with swing label certificate and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/31cm. 

 £280 - £320 

469. Charlie Bears Bear Studio Isabelle Collection Polina panda bear, LE 3/200, 2007, designed by Isabelle Lee, blonde 
and mid denim blue alpaca, with swing label certificate and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 8.5"/22cm. 

 £140 - £180 

470. Charlie Bears Bear Studio Isabelle Collection Dion panda bear, SJ 3900, LE 6/40, 2008, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
blonde and black mohair, with swing label certificate and Isabelle carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £700 - £900 

471. Charlie Isabelle Collection Poem panda bear, SJ 3910B, LE 177/200, Autumn 2008, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale 
blonde, black, grey, golden, dark brown and apricot mohair, with swing label certificate and Isabelle carry bag, Near Mint to 
Mint, Good blue Isabelle box, 15"/38cm. 

 £800 - £1000 

472. Charlie Isabelle Collection Betsy panda bear, SJ 4004, LE 86/200, Autumn 2008, designed by Isabelle Lee, pink and 
brown mohair, with swing label certificate and Isabelle carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £180 - £220 

473. Charlie Isabelle Collection Humbug panda bear, SJ 3918, LE 36/100, Spring 2009, designed by Isabelle Lee, blonde 
and black mohair, with swing label certificate and Isabelle carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £200 - £300 

474. Charlie Isabelle Collection Pierre panda bear, SJ 3993B, LE 76/300, Autumn 2008, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
cinnamon and cream mohair, wearing a clown's ruff and conical hat, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 
13"/33cm. 

 £300 - £400 

475. Charlie Bears Bear Studio Isabelle Collection Billy teddy bear, LE 111/200, 2008, designed by Isabelle Lee, black 
mohair, fully wobble jointed, with swing label certificate and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 8"/20cm. 

 £80 - £100 
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476. Charlie Isabelle Collection Shadow teddy bear, SJ 4097, LE 92/150, Spring 2009, designed by Isabelle Lee, black 
mohair, with swing label certificate and Isabelle carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £160 - £200 

477. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Miming panda bear, SJ 3654, LE 97/100, Autumn 2008, blonde and light brown 
mohair, complete with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 16"/40cm. 

 £200 - £240 

478. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Mr Widget panda bear, SJ 3963, LE 9/150, Autumn 2008, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
blonde and brown with black tip mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Isabelle Collection brown box, Near Mint to Mint, 
20"/51cm. 

 £400 - £600 

479. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Fudge panda bear, SJ 4011, LE 134/200, Autumn 2008, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
blonde with brown tip and brown with dark brown tip mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 
13.5"/34cm. 

 £180 - £240 

480. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Jeeves panda bear, SJ 4017, LE 95/300, Autumn 2008, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
blonde with dark brown tip and cinnamon with dark brown tip mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to 
Mint, 10"/25cm. 

 £200 - £300 

481. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Simba panda bear, SJ 3994, LE 65/150, Autumn 2008, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
blonde and dark brown mohair, with swing label certificate (creased), brown Isabelle box, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £240 - £360 

482. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Tiramisu teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, SJ 3909, LE 100/200, Autumn 2008, 
blonde, brown and chestnut mohair, with swing label certificate and carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, with hessian knapsack 
carrying sticks and flowers, 11"/28cm. 

 £140 - £180 

483. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Kylie panda bear, SJ 3979, LE 98/100, Autumn 2008, designed by Isabelle Lee, pink 
and white mohair, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), 12"/30cm. 

 £300 - £400 

484. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Tamara panda bear, LE 59/100, SJ 4009, Autumn 2008, white and brown with frosted 
tip mohair, with swing label certificate (creased), carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £200 - £300 

485. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Daja teddy bear, LE 136/300, SJ 3859, Autumn 2008, blonde with brown tip and 
backing mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £200 - £300 

486. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Tutti Frutti teddy bear, LE 24/100, SJ 3998, Autumn 2008, white with golden tip, pale 
blue/green and pink mohair, with swing label certificate (slight crease), carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £400 - £500 
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487. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Sara teddy bear, LE 47/50, SJ 3862, Autumn 2008, brown alpaca, with swing label 
certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £300 - £400 

488. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Hartley panda bear, SJ 3976, LE 64/250, Autumn 2008, blonde alpaca and cinnamon 
with black tip mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 9"/23cm. 

 £140 - £180 

489. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Chocolate Pudding teddy bear, SJ 4013, LE 215/250, Spring 2009, dark brown and 
brown alpaca, with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £200 - £300 

490. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Mortimer panda bear, SJ 3900B, LE 127/150, Spring 2009, blonde and brown with 
dark brown tip mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £400 - £600 

491. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Morag teddy bear, SJ 3914, LE 103/150, Spring 2009, grey mohair, with swing label 
certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £140 - £180 

492. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Mr Tubbs panda bear, SJ 4032, LE 74/100, Spring 2009, white with brown tip and 
dark brown alpaca, with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £200 - £300 

493. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Mr Pickles panda bear, SJ 3972, LE 125/150, Spring 2009, golden and black mohair, 
with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £400 - £600 

494. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Mr Humphries teddy bear, SJ 4348, LE 47/200, Spring 2009, dark brown with black 
tip mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 21"/54cm. 

 £200 - £300 

495. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Cheesecake teddy bear, SJ 4204, LE 72/300, Spring 2009, golden long pile wavy 
mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 14.5"/37cm. 

 £260 - £280 

496. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Horrace teddy bear, SJ 4029, LE 82/100, Spring 2009, blonde and blonde with dark 
brown tip mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £140 - £160 

497. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Crispin teddy bear, SJ 4023, LE 73/200, Spring 2009, white mohair with dark grey 
backing, with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £120 - £140 

498. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Milo panda bear, SJ 3980, LE 145/200, Spring 2009, designed by Isabelle Lee, black 
and golden mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £220 - £240 
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499. Charlie Bears 2009 Year Bear, Hug No 1, CB 091111, 2009, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown plush, with swing 
label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

500. Charlie Bears 2010 Year Bear, Hug No 2, CB 104041, Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and 
part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), beige plush and mohair, with swing label certificates, carry bag, Near Mint 
to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £35 - £45 

501. Charlie Bears Charlie 2011 Year Bear, Hug No 3, CB 114757, LE 3000, Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part 
mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), grey and beige plush and beige mohair, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £35 - £45 

502. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Jolene panda bear, SJ 4367B, LE 177/300, 2010 UK Exclusives, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, black and golden mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 9"/23cm. 

 £120 - £160 

503. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Moonshadow teddy bear, pale grey long pile curly mohair, by Isabelle Lee, SJ 4612, 
LE 401/500, with swing label certificate, carry bag, trade carton, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/44cm. 

 £80 - £120 

504. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Lili B teddy bear, SJ 4588, LE 114/500, 2010 UK Exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
golden and blonde mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/39cm. 

 £90 - £110 

505. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Mr Wilkes panda bear, SJ 4672, LE 2/250, 2010 UK Exclusives, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, golden and brown mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 23"/59cm. 

 £200 - £240 

506. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Huckleberry panda bear, SJ 4673, LE 149/250, 2010 UK Exclusives, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, black mohair with grey tip and grey mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 23"/59cm. 

 £200 - £240 

507. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Chocolate Fondue teddy bear, LE 6/500, SJ 3769, Autumn 2009, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, dark brown with black tip long pile wavy mohair, swing label certificate, carry bag, brown Isabelle box, Near Mint to 
Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £140 - £160 

508. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Chop Suey panda bear, LE 49/250, SJ 4407, Autumn 2009, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, blonde mohair with brown backing and dark brown mohair, swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £200 - £300 

509. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Spencer panda bear, LE 108/200, SJ 4511, Autumn 2009, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
blonde mohair and dark brown with black tip mohair, swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £200 - £300 
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510. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Liberty teddy bear, SJ 4565, LE 36/250, Autumn 2009, apricot with violet tip mohair, 
with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £200 - £260 

511. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Masterpiece 2011 large panda bear, SJ 4828, LE 356/500, shades of brown and 
cream mixed mohair and alpaca, with swing label certificate, with carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 22"/56cm. 

 £150 - £200 

512. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Liberty teddy bear, SJ 4565, LE 250/250, Autumn 2009, apricot with violet tip mohair, 
with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £200 - £260 

513. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Priscilla teddy bear, SJ 4605, LE 108/300, 2010 UK Exclusives, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, blonde and golden mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 9"/23cm. 

 £80 - £100 

514. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Dickens panda bear, SJ 4822, LE 329/500, 2011, grey with brown tip and brown 
alpaca, with swing label certificate, carry bag (faded), Near Mint to Mint, 21"/54cm. 

 £130 - £160 

515. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Blueberry Muffin panda bear, SJ 4531, LE 26/300, Show Special- only available from 
teddy bear shops who attended the Spring Fair earlier in 2009, cream and grey with purple tip mohair, with swing label 
certificate, carry bag (some fading), brown Isabelle box, Near Mint to Mint, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £300 - £340 

516. Charlie Bears Bear Studio Isabelle Collection Chico panda bear, SJ 3665, LE 2/200, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden 
and black mohair, with swing label certificate and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £130 - £150 

517. Charlie Bears Bear Studio Isabelle Collection Cookie panda bear, SJ 3890, LE 53/100, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
blonde and brown with black tip mohair, with swing label certificate and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £500 - £700 

518. Bear Studio Isabelle Collection Sylvia artist designed teddy bear (pre-Charlie Bears), LE 105/300, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, golden mohair, wearing maroon floral cotton dress, pants and headband, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate, 
carry bag, 7"/18cm. 

 £80 - £100 

519. Charlie Bears Bear Studio Isabelle Collection Rowen teddy bear, SJ 3629, LE 74/200, designed by Isabelle Lee, light 
brown curly mohair, with swing label certificate and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £120 - £140 

520. Charlie Bears Bear Studio Isabelle Collection Lottie teddy bear, LE 1/200, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown mohair, 
with swing label certificate and brown Isabelle box, Near Mint to Mint, 9.5"/24cm. 

 £100 - £120 

521. Charlie Bears Bear Studio Isabelle Collection Olaf teddy bear, SJ3353 OLAF, LE 24/100, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
white mohair with grey backing, with swing label certificate and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £100 - £140 
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522. Charlie Bears Bear Studio Isabelle Collection Angela teddy bear, IS1049, LE 33/500, designed by Isabelle Lee, blonde 
mohair with brown tip and blonde mohair, with swing label certificate and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £100 - £140 

523. Charlie Bears Bear Studio Isabelle Collection Rachael teddy bear, SJ3545, LE 1/100, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden 
mohair, with swing label certificate and brown Isabelle box, Near Mint to Mint, 8.5"/22cm. 

 £100 - £120 

524. Charlie Bears Spring 2006 Collection Catalogue, showcasing the first bears available- designed by Heather Lyell, 
Excellent. 

 £5 - £10 

525. Charlie Bears Spring 2007 Collection Catalogue, includes Charlie Bears Mohair Collection, Isabelle Mohair 
Collection- creations by Heather Lyell, Susie James and Isabelle Lee, Good. 

 £5 - £10 

526. Charlie Bears Autumn 2007 Collection Catalogue, includes creations by Heather Lyell, Isabelle Lee, Susie James and 
Maria Collins, Good. 

 £5 - £10 

527. Charlie Bears Spring 2008 Collection Catalogue, includes bears by Lisa Rosenbaum, Good. 

 £5 - £10 

528. Charlie Bears Autumn 2008 Collection Catalogue, includes introduction of The Best Friends Club, Excellent. 

 £5 - £10 

529. Charlie Bears Spring 2009 Collection Catalogue, introduces bears by Christine Pike and Marjan Jorittsma, Good. 

 £5 - £10 

530. Charlie Bears Summer 2009 Collection UK Exclusives Show Specials Catalogue, Good Plus to Excellent. 

 £5 - £10 

531. Charlie Bears Autumn 2009 Collection Catalogue, introduces Kelsey Cunningham's three brand new designs, Good. 

 £5 - £10 

532. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Spring 2010 UK Exclusives Catalogue, Good. 

 £5 - £10 

533. Charlie Bears Spring 2011 Collection Part 2 Catalogue, all three collections in the same catalogue, Excellent. 

 £5 - £10 
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534. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Early Rare Catalogue, with 24 illustrations, Good. 

 £5 - £10 

535. Little Charmers Peony artist designed teddy bear, by Penny Chalmers, OOAK, 1995, maroon and white mohair, black 
boot button eyes, maroon vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, leather pads, with swing label certificate, Good Plus to silk 
flowers to neck, Excellent, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

536. Little Charmers Matrimony artist designed teddy bear, by Penny Chalmers, OOAK, 1991, rose pink mohair, black boot 
button eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, silk flowers to neck, with swing label certificate, Good Plus to 
Excellent, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

537. Collection of vintage Ladybird books, plus others, Fair to Good, (50 plus). 

 £10 - £20 

538. Collection of nine modern bisque and vinyl dolls, a wooden rocking chair and The Ultimate Doll Book / Goodfellow; Fair 
to Good; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

539. Collection home-made (and some vintage) teddy bears, includes: seventeen home-made bears and animals, plus two 
vintage plush bears and a rabbit; Fair to Excellent; (17). 

 £40 - £60 

540. Steiff Club Edition Dicky replica 1935 teddy bear, 1996, white tag 420078, LE, dark brown mohair, complete with 
ceramic medallion, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Good Plus box; 12.5"/32cm. 

 £25 - £35 

541. Steiff Hercule Teddy Bear 28, Monaco 1995, white tag 999079, LE3000, exclusive for the World Association of 
Children's Friends (Amade), complete with swing label, certificate, chest medallion, Good to Good Plus box, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

542. Steiff Schnapp-Dicky 1936 blonde mohair replica teddy bear, white tag 408243, LE 5000, 1996-98, mechanism and 
spring joints, including chest tag, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Good box, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £30 - £40 

543. Steiff replica 1922 teddy bear, white tag 406898, limited edition of 5000, white mohair, chest tag, certificate (creased), 
Excellent, within Fair (holed) box, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £30 - £40 

544. Steiff Joseph Classic teddy bear, this bear is fitted with an interactive battery operated music box, white tag 037238, LE 
2008, ecru mohair, wearing silk multi-coloured jacket, fitted with an interactive music box which allows playing of German and 
English language songs from the musical Joseph and the Amazing Technicoloured Dreamcoat, Near Mint, untested, with 
certificate, within Near Mint box, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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545. Steiff Pudsey Bear, officially commissioned by BBC Children in Need 2009, white tag 654398, LE 2009, UK exclusive, 
yellow mohair, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate, and Excellent box, 11.5"/30cm; plus Lloyds Bank Pudsey money box, 
Excellent, boxed; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

546. Steiff 60th Anniversary Nijntje-Miffy white mohair rabbit, white tag 354618, LE 22/2015, with chest tag (celebrating 60 
years of Miffy) and swing label, with certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, within Good Plus to Excellent box, 9.75"/25cm. 

 £40 - £60 

547. Merrythought Rupert and Friends Rupert the Bear Teddy Bear, white mohair, LE 10000, Excellent, MISSING swing 
label certificate, Fair box, 9"/23cm. 

 £30 - £40 

548. Pedigree Bobby Bruin vintage teddy bear, golden mohair, amber and black plastic eyes, black plastic dog nose, fully 
jointed, velveteen pads, 18"/46cm; Merrythought plush parrot on a wooden perch; Anne Wilkinson pair of Winnie the Pooh cloth 
characters- Tigger and Piglet; Force Flakes Sunny Jim cloth characters x two; Sooty type glove puppet; etc; Fair to Good; (9). 

 £30 - £40 

549. Collection of plush toys, includes: Hansa Deer; Hansa Pheasant; Smile St Bernard dog; large seated Golden Retriever 
dog; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; (7). 

 £15 - £25 

550. TV & Film related plush toys: Nookie Bear; Basil Brush; Kellogg's Tony the Tiger; ET; Ghostbuster's Slimer Ghost; 
Meerkat Movies Oleg as Star Wars BB8; Bagpuss & Co mice; Clangers; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

551. Merrythought Auld Lang Syne teddy bear, produced for Compton & Woodhouse, first ever New Year's Eve bear 
(1999), LE 1999, white mohair, tilt growler, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, Fair box, 12"/30cm; Pelham 
Puppet Mother Dragon, teeth chipped, otherwise Good, in Fair yellow box; (2). 

 £20 - £30 

552. Royal Doulton Jane Hissey Old Bear and Friends x three figurines: (1) Welcome Home Old Bear OB8; (2) Snowflake 
Biscuits OB7; (3) Time for a Cuddle Hug Me Tight OB10; unboxed, Good to Excellent. Enesco Cherished Teddies x three 
figurines: (4) Daisy Friendship Blossoms With Love 910651, MISSING CERTIFICATE, boxed; (5) Katie A Friend Always Knows 
When You Need A Cuddle 950440, with certificate, boxed; (6) Zachary Yesterday's Memories Are Today's Treasures #950491, 
MISSING CERTIFICATE, boxed; Good to Excellent, within Fair to Good packaging. (6). 

 £15 - £30 

553. Colour Box Miniatures Peter Fagan Bears Helter Skelter, #TC060, MISSING CERTIFICATE, Good Plus to Excellent, 
with Fair box. 

 £15 - £30 

554. Colour Box Peter Fagan Bears: (1) Letter to Santa, with box; (2) Toy Box, boxed; (3) Curios Shop; Good to Excellent, 
within Good packaging; (3). 

 £15 - £30 
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555. Colour Box Miniatures Peter Fagan Bears: (1) Trunk of Teddies, TCL05, LE 4000, with certificate and box; (2) Xmas 
Evening, XHS019, with box; (3) Bear Back Rider TC019; (4) Morris Minor; (5) Ben; (6) Adrian; (7) George; (8) Davey; (9) Teddy 
Sledge; (10) - (17) plus others; Good to Excellent; (17). 

 £15 - £30 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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